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Introduction: Product
Management and
Innovation

PLCOR™
The Product Life Cycle Operations Reference (PLCOR) model is a reference model for innovation, product and portfolio management. The
model spans all product lifecycle activities from the first idea to broad adoption in the mass market. The model is industry independent and
applies to lifecycles of both products and service offerings.
While PLCOR is related to the other APICS SCC models, it is based on a community effort and is not currently underwritten by APICS SCC.

----------------------Annotation on Process IDs used: Letter “x” in a process ID refers to process categories 1, 2, and 3, when the definitions are the
same.
Example: Ix.1 Identify suggestions for Product Innovation Activities is the same for I1.1, I2.1, and I3.1.
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PLCOR closes the gap and completes the
family of models.

Product Design
DCOR™

Sales & Support
CCOR™

Supply Chain SCOR™
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Customer processes

Supplier processes

Innovation, Product & Portfolio Management
PLCOR

The Future of Innovation Is Holistic
and Networked
Innovation will be fast, open, and global

 Sustain competitive advantage through agility
–
–

Agility = Faster innovation cycles & faster alignment
Markets become a moving target

 Innovation extends beyond corporate borders
–
–

Customers want to be involved
Innovation networks: Open Innovation, Lead-User Innovation

 Emerging country innovations “trickle up” to the Western world
Holistic innovation aligns the many facets of a future offering

 Parties inside and outside the four walls hold stakes in innovation
–
–
–

Complexity in aligning global organizations
Technical complexity, which requires multi-party collaboration
Increasing role of stakeholders of NGOs, governments, analysts, etc.

 Driver of innovation is customer value
 Purpose of innovation and product lifecycle management is profitable growth
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Why The Innovation Process Matters
Product and Portfolio Management as a Process Domain

Open Innovation requires process maturity

 Align a multitude of stakeholders around
the globe
–
–
–

Customers and users
Partners for research, Go-to-Market,
delivery
Government entities and NGOs

 Transparency to all participants about
tasks, their contribution and
interdependencies
Profitable growth through an end-to-end view on innovation and lifecycle
management

 Cross the stages of the lifecycle curve
 Innovation types along the category
lifecycle
Innovation and Product Management aligns the other business domains
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 Supply chain management
 Product design
 Account management

Innovation Can Disrupt The Existing
Organization
… or The Organization Kills The Innovation

Innovation types reflect the risk in …

 Technology: Is this innovation feasible?
 Business Model: Will the markets accept
it?
Established Processes not geared for New Technologies or New Business Models

 Even worse, in (semi-) radical
innovations the supply chain
requirements are not known upfront
 Insisting on established supply chain
models is likely to kill highly innovative
concepts
Source: Davila, Tony.; Epstein, Marc J.; Shelton, Robert D.: Making Innovations work:
How to Manage It, Measure It, and Profit From It. Pearson Education, 2006

Innovation types drive process models and the integration between product
management and other domains

 Engagement models, which work for
incremental innovation, are an unlikely
fit for semi-radical or radical innovation
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PLCOR Level 1 and 2

Scope of Product and Portfolio Management
Plan: Portfolio of future and existing products
Ideate: From idea to concept approval
– Opportunity identification and selection
– Concept generation
– Concept evaluation
Develop Offering: From approved concept to product release
– Specify and define the 4 Ps
•
•
•

Product development and pricing
Definition of positioning: How to explain the product value
Definition of placement: Channels, eco-system, definition of supply chain

Launch: From product release to customer value
– Execute Go-to-Market activities
– Communicate the value of the innovation such that users subscribe
– Physically deliver the product or give access, make users successful
Revise: Receive and channel market feedback
– Feedback from analysts, press, customers, research
– Positive and negative, unsolicited ideas
Enable: Management processes
10
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Top-Level KPIs

Business Objectives behind Product and Portfolio Management
Performance
Attribute

Reliability

Responsiveness
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Level-1 Metric (entire
Product Lifecycle)

Explanation

Perfect Product Launch

Product released to market on time and committed sales
executed in first year and target customer satisfaction
reached

Customer Satisfaction
Achievement

Customer perception of product value or usefulness. Often
measured through customer interviews.

Product (or Brand)
Loyalty

% of re-purchases: customers who make a second
purchase after their first

Time to Tipping Point

Time from the start of product creation to the moment
when the market moves from “push” to “pull”

Time-to-Volume

Time from start of product creation to 16% of the target
market (Innovators = 2.5% + Early adopters = 13.5%)

Time-to-market

Time from start of product creation to first 50 customers
using the product
Notes:
•
50 customers is an arbitrary number
•
Metric applies to all stages in the lifecycle
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Top-Level KPIs

Business Objectives behind Innovation & Product Management
Performance
Attribute

Agility

Level-1 Metric (entire
Product Lifecycle)

Explanation

Product Portfolio Value at
Risk

The sum of the probability of risk events times the
monetary impact of the events for all the product launch
functions (e.g. Plan, Ideate, Develop, Launch Revise)

Upside Product Launch
Flexibility

The number of months required to achieve an
unplanned sustainable 20% increase in new products
launched.

Upside Product Launch
Adaptability

The maximum sustainable percentage increase in
products launched that can be achieved in 1 year

Product Management Cost

The cost of operating the product management
processes. This includes labor
costs, costs for promotion, costs for sales incentives
and product support costs.

Cost

Assets
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The more radical the innovation, the
less operations are predictable
PLCOR

Established

Adjacent

Disruptive

Ideate

I1

I2

I3

Develop

D1

D2

D3

Launch

L1

L2

L3

Translate innovation risk into process categories

 Established operations apply: Low in any of the 4 dimensions
 Adjacency: Knowledge mostly exists, but operations need to be reconfigured or adjusted.
Medium or low in any dimension
 Disruption to the current core: We need to figure out how to operate the innovation
process; established operations of little use. High in at least one dimension

Matches SCOR Logic (MTS, MTO, ETO)
 Eases model integration
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How Product & Portfolio Management Chains
Innovators

Early Adopters

Early Majority

The
chasm

Ideate-3

Develop-3

Launch-3

Ideate-2

Develop-2

Launch-2

Ideate-1

Develop-1

On PLCOR level 2, processes chain across the stages of the product lifecycle
 In the example above, a radical innovation is introduced with disruption in Ideate, Develop, and Launch
PLCOR reflects disruption at different stages in the product life cycle
 Not every new product starts with disruptive processes. It can also start with adjacent processes
Key to success is understanding the degree of disruption of every level-2 process
 In the first stage (Innovators) processes often have different degrees of disruption
–
E.g. Ideate-2  Develop-3  Launch 2
 Disruptiveness typically decreases with product maturity towards level 1
14
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Launch-1

Integration with Other
Models

High Level Integration with Other
Reference Models
Product Management

Sales

Plan
Ideate

Develop

Plan
Launch

Relate

Sell

Revise

Assist

Enable

Enable
Supply

Design

Plan

Plan
Research

Design

Integrate

Source

Make

Enable
© APICS Confidential and Proprietary

Deliver
Return

Amend
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Contract

Enable

Example Domain Linkages
Example: Level 1 interactions between PLCOR and SCOR
Pace and
scope
of change

Supply

Innovate

Plan

Plan
Ideate

Develop

Launch

Source

Make

Return

Revise

Enable

Enable
“How to”
information

Feedback

Supply Chain Requirements on Level 1 typically are a result of Product Positioning
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“Basis of competition” is selected in strategic marketing.
These definitions are a result of PLCOR activities.
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Deliver

Syntax elements –

Explicit hierarchical metrics structure
Reliability

Ideate

Responsiveness

Flexibility

Order Fulfillment Cycle Time

PLCOR Plan

SC Plan

Develop

Define

Assets

Time-to-Market

Launch

Revise

Develop

Review

Make

Source

Deliver

Return

Make Cycle Time

Develop Cycle Time
Schedule

Cost

Validate

Schedule

Issue

Produce

Package

Stage

Release

•

Time (Responsiveness) and Cost and time roll-up (or decompose) directly in both Models

•

Reliability, Flexibility and Assets decomposition structures exist through Level 3 but may not specifically
correlate to Level 3 processes
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Alignment in Business Planning
PLCOR P1

Plan Product Portfolio

DCOR PP

Plan Design Chain

Common exchanges:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Strategic Plans
Business Plans
Product mix
Project Priorities
Project plans (read Planning data)
Schedules
Funding
Demand Plans (read Planning data)
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SCOR P1

CCOR PP

Plan Supply Chain

Plan Customer Chain

Some other exchanges:
–
–
–
–

Revised aggregate forecasts and
projections
Pipeline/portfolio strategy
Lifecycle Plan
Capital Plan and revised Capital
Plan

PLCOR - CREATE Impacts Planning in
SCM
The CREATE process turns an idea into an offering that is released to the market
CREATE includes the definition of the “4 Ps”:

 Product and its characteristics  Requirements to DCOR
PLCOR Create

Requirements

Capabilities

SC-Strategy &
Planning

–

Determines the entire Supply Chain setup: What needs to be sourced
(S), how it is made (M), and how it is delivered (D)

–

Supply Chain strategy: Make-to-Stock, Make-to-Order, etc.

–

Delivery: Dangerous goods, cooling requirements, customs
processing, size, weight, palleting, etc.

 Pricing & Positioning  Markets to be addressed
–
–
–

Geographies for delivery
Market volume (Volkswagen’s Golf ships in high volumes,
Volkswagen’s Bentley in low volumes)
Pricing and positioning determine acceptable supply chain cost

 Placement  Distribution
–
–

Distribution channels, partner channels, retail channels, franchise
takers
Expectations regarding OTD, lead-time, volatility and flexibility.

Supply Chain capabilities, in turn, constrain the product

 Needs to fit into existing supply chain structure
 Supply chain cost as a lower bound to cost
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Integration of Planning Activities PLCOR
- DCOR
PLCOR P1: Plan Product Portfolio
Strategic Plan
Business Plan
Product mix, volumes, markets
Funding

Design chain
capabilities &
resources

DCOR PP: Plan Design Chain
Resource requirements
during creation of the
product
Project Priorities
Project plans
Schedules
Funding

Design chain
resources
Project Priorities
Project plans
Schedules
Funding

PLCOR P4: Plan Deploy
Portfolio
Deploy Plans

PLCOR P2: Plan CREATE
Portfolio
The tablet maker ensures that his development
department has sufficient resources to cover the new
product portfolio, including the Value-Pad.

DCOR PI: Plan Integrate
Pace of change follows the PLAN process
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Integration of Risk Management
Activities PLCOR - SCOR
PLCOR P1 Plan Product and Portfolio Management Operations
Business Plan
Future and existing products,
volumes, markets

Supply Chain Risk
Mitigation Plan &
Strategies

SCOR E9 Manage Supply Chain Risk
Risks such as:
Product Supply, Environmental, Market,
Brand/Reputation, Relationship, Sales
support turnover, Support system , IP

Quantify Risks
Evaluate Risks

PLCOR E9.2
Identify Risk Events

PLCOR E9.3 /E9.4
Quantify/Evaluate Risks
Quantify Risks
Evaluate Risks

Risks such as:
Product Supply, Environmental, Market,
Brand/Reputation, Relationship, Sales
support turnover, Support system , IP

Mitigation Plans
& Strategies

PLCOR E9.5
Mitigate Risk
Mitigation Plans
& Strategies

PLCOR E9.1 Establish Context
Enterprise Risk
Mitigation Plan,
Strategies, Rules,
Policies

Enterprise Risk
Mitigation Plan,
Strategies, Rules,
Policies

Enterprise Risk Management
Similar integration exists between PLCOR E9 and DCOR E9 Manage Design Chain Risk
22
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Product Portfolio
Mitigation Plan
& Strategies

Supply Chain
Risk
Mitigation
Plan &
Strategies

Plan

P Plan
Value
Operationalize an innovation strategy into a plan of specific actions for creating, launching, and discontinuing products and markets, considering the availability of
resources and funds.
Definition
The Plan processes describe the activities associated with developing plans to manage products

 Thus, plans to create, market, deploy, and discontinue products.
The Plan processes include the

 gathering of requirements to create, market, deploy, and discontinue products
–
–

Requirements for new things could be stated in ideas, opportunities, concepts, business
cases
Requirements for existing products could be stated in market studies (where are we in the
lifecycle) or business cases

 Ranking the products and markets in line with the higher level plan
–

Strategic planning in case of P1

 gathering of information on available resources
–

Prominent resources: People, IP, funds

 balancing requirements and resources to determine planned capabilities and gaps in
demand or resources and identify actions to correct these gaps.
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P1 is about Operational Planning
Organizational Product and Portfolio Management planning

 PLCOR-P1 takes a business strategy, a product innovation charter,
proposals for future products, products in development, and existing
products as input and matches them against available resources for
Product and Portfolio Management. A typical time frame ranges from 6
months to 3 years.
 It delivers a portfolio of products considered in overall Product and
Portfolio Management.
Product and Portfolio Management planning for individual processes

 PLCOR-P2 (PLAN-CREATE), P3 (PLAN-GTM), and P4 (PLAN-DEPLOY) plan
the respective portfolios for the creation and release of products (P2), for
sales and marketing (P3), and delivery and support operations (P4).
Takashi Oishi considers P4 the Sales & Operations Planning
 It delivers portfolios for CREATE operations, GTM operations, etc.
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Process Categories PLAN
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P1: Plan Product
and Portfolio
Management
Operations

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of Product and Portfolio
Management resources to meet Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for the longest time fence constraints of Product and Portfolio
Management resources.

P2: Plan Ideate

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of IDEATE resources and assets
to meet idea and concept management requirements.

P3: Plan Develop

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of DEVELOP resources to meet
Develop requirements.

P4: Plan Launch

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of LAUNCH resources to meet
Launch requirements.

P5: Plan Revise

A strategic or tactical process to establish and adjust courses of action or tasks
over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of revise
resources and assets to meet anticipated as well as unanticipated revise
requirements. The scope includes solicited as well as unsolicited feedback by
customers and other market players.
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P1: Plan Product and Portfolio Management Operations
Value
Translate a product Innovation Charter and an overall business strategy into an operational plan.
The Product Portfolio Planning process ranks innovations and existing products. Based on short and competing resources the question has
to be answered: Which products will be developed, rolled out and deployed in which market and segment? The result is outlined in the
portfolio plan.

 This may be rolled out through creating new products, acquiring
companies, etc.
Current spending within each dimension is assessed and compared to desired spending and adjustments are made.
Planning is drilled down by market segments: Individual geographies, products, industries). It is further refined into sub-segments and
smaller time buckets in the processes P2, P3, P4.
Definition
The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of Product
and Portfolio Management resources to meet Product and Portfolio Management requirements for the longest time fence constraints of
Product and Portfolio Management resources.
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P1: Plan Product and Portfolio Management Operations
Best Practices
Assign a percentage of the portfolio (in monetary units) to semi-radical and radical innovation.
Align with financial plans as well as supply chain, design chain, and customer chain plans
Maintain a project inventory
Score and categorize programs according to criteria from enterprise strategy
Review the portfolio at defined intervals
“BCG Box”, where a company classifies all its offerings according to two dimensions

 On the horizontal axis: relative market
share - this serves as a measure of
the offering’s strength in the market
 On the vertical axis: market growth
rate - this provides a measure of
market attractiveness
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P1: Plan Product and Portfolio Management Operations
Best Practices (continued)
Strategic alliances to obtain technical and marketing resources and assistance. Alliances can
be upstream to vendors, downstream to resellers and customers, and even sideways to
competitors.  Crawford p.41
Benefits measurement: Tracking of an innovation’s benefits after product development is
complete; measurement of the innovation’s value across the full product lifecycle.
Strategic alignment: Frequent review sessions with business unit to discuss strategy alignment
Demand management: Well-defined scheme for screening, categorizing, and prioritizing
innovations; portfolio management approach to rank innovations for investments.
Use of portfolio software – real-time updates on portfolio modifications, performance, and
health.
Product portfolio segmented by asset classes – for example strategic innovations, maintenance.
Input:
Requirements: Effort estimates for new and existing products, for ideas, opportunities, and
concepts
Resources such as people, IP, …
Overall Business Strategy, Corporate Policy and Guidelines
Product Innovation Charter
Output:
(P2,
P3,
P4,
P5,and
SCOR,
DCOR, CCOR) Product Portfolio
©APICS
APICS
2014.
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rights reserved.
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P1 KPIs
Performance
Attribute
Reliability

Metric

Explanation

Forecast accuracy of market
performance in terms of
market share in the end of
DEPLOY

How reliable are our marketing processes in identifying customer
needs and matching features in the target market segments.

a.

Responsiveness

a.
b.
c.
d.

Launch Cycle Time1
Plan Cycle Time
Time to target volume
Cash-to-Cash Cycle
time

b.
c.
d.

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Portfolio Planning Cost

Assets

Portfolio ROI

1Build

The average actual cycle time consistently achieved to launch
new offerings. For each individual launch, this cycle time
starts from the decision to create the offering and ends with
the corresponding deployment, reached with the first
reference customer.
The average time associated with Plan Processes
Time from start of product creation to x% of the target
market (Market entry: X = 2.5%, Growth: x = 13.5%)
Time to break even

Cost to plan portfolio of offerings

after Order Fulfillment Cycle Time = The average actual cycle time consistently achieved to fulfill customer orders. For
each individual order, this cycle time starts from the order receipt and ends with customer acceptance of the order.
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Process Elements for P1
P1 Plan Product and Portfolio Management Operations
P1.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate Product and Portfolio
Management requirements for future and existing products and
markets
P1.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate Product and Portfolio
Management resources
P1.3 Balance Product and Portfolio Management requirements
with Product and Portfolio Management resources
P1.4 Establish & Communicate Product and Portfolio Management
Plans
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P1.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate Product and Portfolio
Management requirements for future and existing products and
markets
Value
Understand the demand for Product and Portfolio Management across offerings, geographies, and industries
Definition
Identify and aggregate existing and future offerings and markets.
The process of gathering, collecting, aggregating Product and Portfolio Management demand from the combination of future and existing
offerings and markets, including those combinations to be retired. This is performed at the appropriate level, horizon, and interval.
Best Practices
Ongoing PLC Management: Evaluate the long tail of combinations of products and markets in the current Portfolio and their Lifecycle
Stages in order to identify candidates for end-of-life product.
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P1.1 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

a.

a.

b.
Reliability
c.

Forecast Accuracy of
demand for new
offerings
Accuracy of business
cases in terms of
required effort
Forecast accuracy of
user needs met, when
compared to
competing offerings

Responsiveness

Product and Portfolio
Management requirements
cycle time

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost to Identify, Prioritize
and Aggregate Product and
Portfolio Management
requirements

Assets

None Identified
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b.
c.

Forecast accuracy is calculated for products and/or families for
markets/distribution channels, in unit measurement. Common calculation
(Sum Actuals - Sum of Variance) / Sum Actuals to determine percentage
error.
Accuracy of the effort stated in business cases (Sum Actuals - Sum of
Variance) / Sum Actuals to determine percentage error.
Measure through user surveys or research
Note: Targets should differentiate between radical and incremental
innovation.

The average time associated with identifying, Prioritizing and
Aggregating Product and Portfolio Management requirements for
future and existing products and markets

The sum of the costs associated with identifying, Prioritizing and
Aggregating Product and Portfolio Management requirements for
future and existing products and markets.

P1.2: Identify,

prioritize, and aggregate Product
and Portfolio Management resources

Value
Understand, what resources are available for Product and Portfolio Management
Definition
The process of identifying, prioritizing, and aggregating, as a whole with constituent parts, all sources of supply that are required and add
value in the Product and Portfolio Management at the appropriate level, horizon and interval.
Best Practices
Joint Service Agreements (JSA) with development, marketing, and other parts of the organization
Shared services for development, marketing, controlling, etc.
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P1.2 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None Identified

Responsiveness

Identify, prioritize, and
aggregate Product and
Portfolio Management
resources cycle time

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost to Identify, Assess,
and Aggregate Product
and Portfolio
Management
Resources

Assets

None identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with identifying, Prioritizing
and Aggregating Product and Portfolio Management
resources

The sum of the costs associated with identifying,
Prioritizing and Aggregating Product and Portfolio
Management resources for future and existing products
and markets

P1.3: Balance

Product and Portfolio
Management Resources with Requirements

Value
Avoid a plan for Product and Portfolio Management that exceeds available resources.
Definition
The process of identifying and measuring the gaps and imbalances between demand and resources in order to determine how to best
resolve the variances through product discontinuation, delay of releases, purchase of IP, acquisitions local partnering for sales and
distribution, outsource plans or some other action that will optimize service, flexibility, costs, assets (or other Product and Portfolio
Management inconsistencies) in an iterative and collaborative environment.
Best Practices
Use of financial metrics in prioritizing: NPV, ROI, IRR
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P1.3 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% on-time launches

The number of product launches on-time (see similar SCOR
definition)

Responsiveness

Balance Product and
Portfolio Management
Resources with PM
Requirements cycle time

The average time associated with balancing Product
and Portfolio Management resources with Product and
Portfolio Management requirements

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost to Balance Product
and Portfolio
Management Resources
with Requirements

Assets

None identified
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The sum of the costs associated with balancing Product
and Portfolio Management resources with Product and
Portfolio Management requirements

P1.4: Establish

& Communicate Product and
Portfolio Management Plans

Value
Ensure that all stakeholders are aligned to the plan
Definition
The establishment and communication of courses of action over the appropriate time defined (long-term, annual, quarterly) planning
horizon and interval, representing a projected appropriation of Product and Portfolio Management resources to meet Product and Portfolio
Management requirements.
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P1.4 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None Identified

Responsiveness

Establish &
communicate Product
and Portfolio
Management plans
cycle time

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost to establish &
communicate Product
and Portfolio
Management plans

Assets

None identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with establishing and
communicating Product and Portfolio Management plans

The sum of the costs associated with establishing and
communicating Product and Portfolio Management plans

Process Categories PLAN
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P1: Plan Product
and Portfolio
Management
Operations

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of Product and Portfolio
Management resources to meet Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for the longest time fence constraints of Product and Portfolio
Management resources.

P2: Plan Ideate

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of IDEATE resources and assets
to meet idea and concept management requirements.

P3: Plan Develop

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of DEVELOP resources to meet
Develop requirements.

P4: Plan Launch

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of LAUNCH resources to meet
Launch requirements.

P5: Plan Revise

A strategic or tactical process to establish and adjust courses of action or tasks
over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of revise
resources and assets to meet anticipated as well as unanticipated revise
requirements. The scope includes solicited as well as unsolicited feedback by
customers and other market players.
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P2: Plan Ideate
Value
Plan idea management, concept generation and evaluation.

 Ensure appropriate resources and infrastructure
 Plan campaigns, make sure that ideas are forwarded or eliminated in a
timely manner, etc.
 Staff teams for due diligence or make central services available for expert
areas like pricing, marketing, intellectual property
Definition
The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of resources
to meet idea and concept management requirements.
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P2: Plan Ideate
Input:
Requirements: Effort estimates idea campaigns, managing idea gates,
expert workshops, lead user sessions, etc.
Resources such as people, IT infrastructure, laboratories to build prototypes
Overall Business Strategy, Product Innovation Charter for idea selection
Output:
(P1, P3, P4, P5, SCOR, DCOR, CCOR) Idea and concept Portfolio
Best Practices
Feedback on a concept’s alignment with the strategy – score cards evaluate
each concept.
Advanced Valuation: Inclusion of qualitative option value in funding decisions;
monitoring of a product’s earned value across the lifecycle.
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P2 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

None Identified

Note: SCOR-P2 has no reliability metric, neither.

Responsiveness

Ideate Cycle Time

Agility

None identified

Note: SCOR-P2 has no agility metric, neither.

Process Cost

Ideate Cost

Cost to plan portfolio of offerings

Assets

Portfolio ROI
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Process Elements for P2
P2 Plan IDEATE
P2.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE requirements
P2.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE resources
P2.3 Balance IDEATE requirements with IDEATE resources
P2.4 Establish & Communicate IDEATE Plans
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P2.1 Identify,

prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE
requirements

Value
Understand the demand for idea and concept management across offerings, geographies, and industries
Definition
The process of gathering, collecting, aggregating demand for idea and concept management from the combination of future and existing
offerings and markets, including those combinations to be retired. This is performed at the appropriate level, horizon, and interval.
Best Practices
Evaluate the long tail of combinations of products and markets in the current Portfolio and their Lifecycle Stages in order to identify
candidates for end-of-life product.
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P2.1 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy of
demand for Ideate
activities

Forecast accuracy is calculated for ideas and/or concepts to be
generated and validated. Common calculation (Sum Actuals - Sum
of Variance) / Sum Actuals to determine percentage error.

Responsiveness

Cycle time for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
IDEATE requirements

The average time associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating IDEATE requirements

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
IDEATE requirements

Assets

None Identified
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The sum of the costs associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating IDEATE requirements

Process Elements for P2
P2 Plan IDEATE
P2.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE requirements
P2.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE resources
P2.3 Balance IDEATE requirements with IDEATE resources
P2.4 Establish & Communicate IDEATE Plans
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P2.2 Identify,

resources

prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE

Value
Understand quality and volume of resources available for idea and concept management across offerings, geographies, and industries
Definition
The process of identifying, evaluating, and considering, as a whole with constituent parts, all resources used to add value in Ideation.
Best Practices
Capacity and Supply Constraints Are Balanced Against Ideation Demand during the Planning Cycle
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P2.2 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
IDEATE resources

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
IDEATE resources

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating IDEATE resources

The sum of the costs associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating IDEATE resources

Process Elements for P2
P2 Plan IDEATE
P2.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE requirements
P2.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE resources
P2.3 Balance IDEATE requirements with IDEATE resources
P2.4 Establish & Communicate IDEATE Plans
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P2.3 Balance

IDEATE requirements with
IDEATE resources

Value
Decide about the Ideate portfolio
Definition
The process of developing a time-phased course of action that commits resources to meet requirements.
Best Practices
Service providers Share Responsibility for Balancing Supply and Demand through Joint Service Agreements
Input
Planning Decision Policies EP.1
IDEATE Requirements P2.1
IDEATE Sources P2.2
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P2.3 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for balancing
IDEATE requirements with
IDEATE resources

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for balancing IDEATE
requirements with IDEATE
resources

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with balancing IDEATE requirements
with IDEATE resources

The sum of the costs associated with balancing IDEATE
requirements with IDEATE resources

Process Elements for P2
P2 Plan IDEATE
P2.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE requirements
P2.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate IDEATE resources
P2.3 Balance IDEATE requirements with IDEATE resources
P2.4 Establish & Communicate IDEATE Plans
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P2.4 Establish & Communicate IDEATE Plans
Value
Ensure that all internal and external stakeholders understand what they need to understand about the plan
Definition
The establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of IDEATE resources to meet
ideation plan requirements.
Best Practices
Blanket Purchase Orders Cover Period Requirements
Output
Ideate Plans P1.2, P3.2, P4.2, P5.1, P5.2, EI.3, EI.4, I1.3, I2.3, I3.3, I4.2, I6.1, I6.2, I6.3, I7.1, Ix.8 – Ix.12
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P2.4 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for establishing
and communicating IDEATE
plans

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for establishing and
communicating IDEATE
plans

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with establishing and
communicating IDEATE plans

The sum of the costs associated with establishing and
communicating IDEATE plans

Process Categories PLAN
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P1: Plan Product
and Portfolio
Management
Operations

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of Product and Portfolio
Management resources to meet Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for the longest time fence constraints of Product and Portfolio
Management resources.

P2: Plan Ideate

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of IDEATE resources and assets
to meet idea and concept management requirements.

P3: Plan Develop

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of DEVELOP resources to meet
Develop requirements.

P4: Plan Launch

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of LAUNCH resources to meet
Launch requirements.

P5: Plan Revise

A strategic or tactical process to establish and adjust courses of action or tasks
over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of revise
resources and assets to meet anticipated as well as unanticipated revise
requirements. The scope includes solicited as well as unsolicited feedback by
customers and other market players.
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P3: Plan Develop
Value
Plan development of a product or service in terms of Product, Pricing, Promotion, and Placement.
Definition
The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of
development resources to meet development requirements.
Best Practices
Advanced Valuation: Inclusion of qualitative option value in funding decisions; monitoring of a product’s earned value across the lifecycle.
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P3 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

None Identified

Note: SCOR-P3 has no reliability metric, neither.

Responsiveness

Time-to-market

Time from approval of a concept to shipment of the first
official release (not a pre-version)

Agility

None identified

Note: SCOR-P2 has no agility metric, neither.

Process Cost

Development Cost

Average cost to plan development

Assets

Portfolio ROI
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Process Elements for P3
P3 Plan Develop
P3.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP requirements
P3.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP resources
P3.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with DEVELOP resources
P3.4 Establish & Communicate DEVELOP Plans
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P3.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate
DEVELOP requirements
Value
Understand the demand for development of approved concepts, including product refreshes, upgrades, and setup of new organizations or
processes for non-incremental developments
Definition
The process of identifying, prioritizing, and considering as a whole with constituent parts, all sources of demand in the development of a
product or service.
Best Practices
Consideration of Subcontractor’s Availability in Company’s Resources (Including Subcontractor’s development Plans & Capability.
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P3.1 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy of
demand for DEVELOP
activities

Forecast accuracy is calculated for ideas and/or concepts to be
generated and validated. Common calculation (Sum Actuals - Sum
of Variance) / Sum Actuals to determine percentage error.

Responsiveness

Cycle time for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
DEVELOP requirements

The average time associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating DEVELOP requirements

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
DEVELOP requirements

Assets

None Identified
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The sum of the costs associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating DEVELOP requirements

Process Elements for P3
P3 Plan Develop
P3.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP requirements
P3.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP resources
P3.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with DEVELOP resources
P3.4 Establish & Communicate DEVELOP Plans
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P3.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate
DEVELOP resources
Value
Understand quality and volume of resources available for the development of new products or services including availability of externals
such as customers, consultants, or contractors.
Definition
The process of identifying, evaluating, and considering, as a whole with constituent parts, all resources used to add value in Development
of products or services.
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P3.2 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
DEVELOP resources

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
DEVELOP resources

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating DEVELOP resources

The sum of the costs associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating DEVELOP resources

Process Elements for P3
P3 Plan Develop
P3.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP requirements
P3.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP resources
P3.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with DEVELOP resources
P3.4 Establish & Communicate DEVELOP Plans
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P3.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with
DEVELOP resources
Value
Decide about the Development portfolio
Definition
The process of developing a time-phased course of action that commits resources to meet development requirements.
Best Practices
Service providers Share Responsibility for Balancing Supply and Demand through Joint Service Agreements
Input
Planning Decision Policies EP.1
DEVELOP Requirements P3.1
DEVELOP Sources P3.2
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P3.3 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for balancing
DEVELOP requirements with
DEVELOP resources

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for balancing DEVELOP
requirements with DEVELOP
resources

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with balancing DEVELOP
requirements with DEVELOP resources

The sum of the costs associated with balancing DEVELOP
requirements with DEVELOP resources

Process Elements for P3
P3 Plan Develop
P3.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP requirements
P3.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate DEVELOP resources
P3.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with DEVELOP resources
P3.4 Establish & Communicate DEVELOP Plans
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P3.4 Establish & Communicate DEVELOP
Plans
Value
Ensure that all internal and external stakeholders understand what they need to understand about the plan
Definition
The establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of resources to meet
development plan requirements.
Best Practices
Unplanned development requests are accepted and scheduled only when there is no detrimental impact on overall development delivery
plan
Output
Development Plans P1.2, P2.2, P4.2, P5.1, P5.2, ED.1, ED.2, ED.5, D3.1, D1.2, D2.2, D3.2
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P3.4 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for establishing
and communicating
DEVELOP plans

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for establishing and
communicating DEVELOP
plans

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with establishing and
communicating DEVELOP plans

The sum of the costs associated with establishing and
communicating DEVELOP plans

Process Categories PLAN
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P1: Plan Product
and Portfolio
Management
Operations

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of Product and Portfolio
Management resources to meet Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for the longest time fence constraints of Product and Portfolio
Management resources.

P2: Plan Ideate

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of IDEATE resources and assets
to meet idea and concept management requirements.

P3: Plan Develop

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of DEVELOP resources to meet
Develop requirements.

P4: Plan Launch

The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time
periods that represent a projected appropriation of LAUNCH resources to meet
Launch requirements.

P5: Plan Revise

A strategic or tactical process to establish and adjust courses of action or tasks
over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of revise
resources and assets to meet anticipated as well as unanticipated revise
requirements. The scope includes solicited as well as unsolicited feedback by
customers and other market players.
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P4: Plan Develop
Value
Plan launch of a new product or service: Go-to-Market and Deploy activities.
Definition
The development and establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of LAUNCH
resources to meet Launch requirements.
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Process Elements for P4
P4 Plan Develop
P4.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH requirements
P4.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH resources
P4.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with LAUNCH resources
P4.4 Establish & Communicate LAUNCH Plans
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P4.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate
LAUNCH requirements
Value
Understand the demand for launches of a new product or service: Go-to-Market and Deploy activities
Definition
The process of identifying, prioritizing, and considering as a whole with constituent parts, all sources of demand in the launch of a product
or service.
Input:

 Dx.9 Price list
 Dx.10 Priority of market segments for launch
 Dx.11 Distribution channels and their priority, contracts with channel
partners, retailers, etc.
Output

 Launch requirements P4.3
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P4 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

None Identified

Note: SCOR-P4 has no reliability metric, neither.

Responsiveness

Time-to-market

Time from approval of a concept to shipment of the first
official release (not a pre-version)

Agility

None identified

Note: SCOR-P4 has no agility metric, neither.

Process Cost

Launch Cost
Launch Planning Cost

Average cost to launch
Average cost to plan launch

Assets

Portfolio ROI
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P4.1 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy of
demand for LAUNCH
activities

Forecast accuracy is calculated for ideas and/or concepts to be
generated and validated. Common calculation (Sum Actuals - Sum
of Variance) / Sum Actuals to determine percentage error.

Responsiveness

Cycle time for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
LAUNCH requirements

The average time associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating LAUNCH requirements

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
LAUNCH requirements

Assets

None Identified
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The sum of the costs associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating LAUNCH requirements

Process Elements for P4
P4 Plan Develop
P4.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH requirements
P4.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH resources
P4.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with LAUNCH resources
P4.4 Establish & Communicate LAUNCH Plans
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P4.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH
resources
Value
Understand quality and volume of resources available for the launch of new products or services including availability of externals such as
channel partners or support contractors.
Definition
The process of identifying, evaluating, and considering, as a whole with constituent parts, all resources used to add value in launch of new
products or services.
Input

 SCOR-P1.4 Supply chain plans
 SCOR-P4.4 Delivery plans
Output

 Launch capabilities P4.3
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P4.2 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
LAUNCH resources

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for identifying,
prioritizing, and aggregating
LAUNCH resources

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating LAUNCH resources

The sum of the costs associated with identifying, prioritizing, and
aggregating LAUNCH resources

Process Elements for P4
P4 Plan Develop
P4.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH requirements
P4.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH resources
P4.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with LAUNCH resources
P4.4 Establish & Communicate LAUNCH Plans
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P4.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with LAUNCH
resources
Value
Decide about the Launch portfolio
Definition
The process of developing a time-phased course of action that commits resources to meet launch requirements.
Input
Planning Decision Policies EP.1
LAUNCH Requirements P4.1
LAUNCH Sources P4.2
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P3.3 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for balancing
LAUNCH requirements with
LAUNCH resources

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for balancing LAUNCH
requirements with LAUNCH
resources

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with balancing LAUNCH
requirements with LAUNCH resources

The sum of the costs associated with balancing LAUNCH
requirements with LAUNCH resources

Process Elements for P4
P4 Plan Develop
P4.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH requirements
P4.2 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate LAUNCH resources
P4.3 Balance DEVELOP requirements with LAUNCH resources
P4.4 Establish & Communicate LAUNCH Plans
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P4.4 Establish & Communicate LAUNCH Plans
Value
Ensure that all internal and external stakeholders understand what they need to understand about the plan
Definition
The establishment of courses of action over specified time periods that represent a projected appropriation of resources to meet launch
plan requirements.
Best Practices (copied from SCOR sP4.4)
To Address Conditions which Cannot be Adequately Satisfied During the Current Planning Period, Each Functional Area Develops Prioritized
Recommendations for the Subsequent Planning Period
Plans Which Do Not Violate Business Rules Are Communicated Openly and Cross-Functionally for Execution
Plans that Violate Business Rules (e.g. Joint Service Agreements) Are Addressed Cross-Functionally, Considering Total Business Impacts
(Revenue, Cost, Quality, Customer Service, Etc.)
Specific Changes to the Plan Are Agreed to Cross-Functionally, According to Defined Business Rules
Output
Launch Plans P1.2, P2.1, P3.1, P5.1, P5.2, Dx.2, L3.1, Lx.2, Lx.13
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P4.4 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None identified

Responsiveness

Cycle time for establishing
and communicating LAUNCH
plans

Agility

None Identified

Process Cost

Cost for establishing and
communicating LAUNCH
plans

Assets

None Identified
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Explanation

The average time associated with establishing and
communicating LAUNCH plans

The sum of the costs associated with establishing and
communicating LAUNCH plans

Ideate

I Ideate
Background

 The process from the first idea to a business proposal for a new product
Definition

 The process encompasses the series of activities performed to identify
and select opportunities, generate and evaluate concepts.
– This includes the generation of new products opportunities, new products
suggestions, changes in marketing plans, resource changes, and new needs
and wants in the marketplace. It encompasses research, evaluation,
validation and ranking of opportunities.
– Generating concepts includes the selection of promising opportunities as well
as the collection and creation of new product concepts that fit the
opportunity.
– These concepts are evaluated on technical, marketing, and financial criteria
and scored.
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I Ideate (continued)
Input






Revise: Market feedback
P2: Plans for idea campaigns, for ideation sessions
DCOR: Technology opportunities
Senior management: Innovation strategy

Output

 Business proposals for new products or services
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I KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None Identified

Responsiveness

Ideate Cycle Time

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Ideate Cost

Assets

Portfolio ROI
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Explanation

Cost to execute Ideate process

Evaluate solution concept

Generate Concepts

Identify and select
opportunities

Content of Ideate
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Process

Description

Identify suggestions for Product Innovation
Activities

What will be future customer needs?
Example: As the population grows older there will be more people with organ failures

Evaluate, validate and select opportunities
for further consideration

Reject those that conflict with ongoing product innovation strategy as well as those clearly
not economically or technically viable

Define objectives and scope of activity for
the innovation
Establish ideation team
Identify problem
Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

• R&D dept.: Seeks possible solutions. May have found a new technology.
• The dedicated project team: Analytical problem solving or Surprise problem solving
• End-user and other stakeholders: Offers possible solutions. May have a working
prototype
• Other insiders and outsiders

Validate strategic fit

Corporate vision, capabilities of sales force, business model

Validate technical viability
Validate commercial viability

Customer fit, consumer fit, market attractiveness, uniqueness relative to competitors,
timing

Validate financial viability

Financial returns  Business Case

Validate organizational impact and viability
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Process Elements for IDEATE
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I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

4

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

5

Identify problem

Identify problem

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

7

Validate concept
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Ix.1 Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities
Definition

 The process of creatively recognizing opportunities. This includes
collection and documentation of opportunities. Sources for opportunities
are:
– Exploitation of underutilized technical, financial, product, or market resources
– Exploitation of new discoveries, acquisitions, or diversified markets
– Response to external mandates such as quality studies, customer needs,
competitive threads, or regulations
– Response to internal mandates established by owners, top management
plans, unit management plans, via product innovation gaps or acquisition
gaps.
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Ix.1 Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities
Input






P1.4, P4.4 Marketing plans
Corporate strategy
Special opportunities
R: Market feedback, customer feedback, internal feedback

Output

 Innovation opportunities
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Ix.1 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

None Identified

Responsiveness

Opportunity
identification time

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Opportunity
identification Cost

Assets

<not identified>
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Explanation

Average time between the establishment of a mandate
or arrival of a suggestion and a documentation, which
allows opportunity selection.

Cost to identify opportunities

Process Elements for IDEATE
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I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

4

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

5

Identify problem

Identify problem

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

7

Validate concept
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Ix.2 Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration
Definition

 Analyze opportunities and confirm that a market potential exists. Reject
those that conflict with the ongoing product innovation strategy and those
clearly not economically or technically viable. (see Crawford, di Benedetto,
P2pp)
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Ix.2 Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration
Input






Opportunity
pE.1 Strategy of business unit, Innovation strategy and portfolio
pE.1 Ideation strategy and portfolio
P2.4 Ideation portfolio plan

Output

 P2.1 Evaluated opportunity

EP.1: Establish and manage business rules for PLAN
EI.1: Establish and manage business rules for IDEATE
P2.1: Identify and aggregate IDEATE requirements
P2.4: Establish & communicate IDEATE Plans
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Ix.2 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% ideas analyzed within
time frame

Percentage of ideas evaluated, validated and selected
within time frame, i.e. according to schedule or (lean)
“takt”

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for
evaluation, validation
and selection of
opportunities

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost for evaluation,
validation and selection
of opportunities

Assets

<not identified>
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Cost to plan portfolio of offerings

Process Elements for IDEATE
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I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation(s)

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation(s)

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation(s)

4

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

5

Identify problem

Identify problem

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

7

Validate concept
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Ix.3 Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation(s)
Background

 Upper management guidance on the role of an innovation.
 In the incremental case, this encompasses typically several small
innovations.
Definition

 The process of defining and documenting key ideas behind the
innovation(s), their technology and market focus, objectives of the
innovation activities, and guidelines from stakeholders such as
innovativeness, order of market entry, and time, quality, and cost. ([Craw]
p. 70).
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Ix.3 Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation(s)
Input

 Upper management, strategy: Innovation strategy
Output

 Product Innovation Charter
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Ix.3 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% ideas documented on
time and accurately

Percentage of ideas with accurate and complete
documentation supporting the idea and
documented within time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for the
definition of objectives
and scope of activity for
the innovation

Average time to define objectives and scope of
activity for the innovation

Agility

Change cycle time for
the definition of
objectives and scope of
activity for the innovation

Time to change a definition of objectives and scope
of activity for an innovation after concept
generation has started [Sum of update cycle
times]/[Total number of events]. Update cycle time
= time between receipt of change requirements
and release of the revised schedule to operations

Process Cost

Cost for the definition of
objectives and scope of
activity for the innovation

Cost to define objectives and scope of activity for
the innovation

Assets

<not identified>
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Process Elements for IDEATE
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I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

4

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

5

Identify problem

Identify problem

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

7

Validate concept
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Ix.4 Establish ideation team and
setup working environment
Background

 Get the right people, put them in the correct environment, and generally
get them ready for the ideation process.
Definition

 The process of establishing a team or nucleus for the ideation and
Validating stages, training and otherwise preparing the team. Team
members may come from intern or extern, including stakeholders such as
customers, lead users, or trusted suppliers.
 The process of setting up an appropriate working environment and
infrastructure
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Ix.4 Establish ideation team and
setup working environment
Input

 P2.4 Ideation plan
 Ix.3 Product Innovation Charter
Output

 Established and trained ideation team
Best Practice

 Lead user innovation
 Open innovation
 Rules and requirements for involvement of customers, users, suppliers,
and analysts
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Ix.4 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation
The percentage of times that an Ideation team is established
according to schedule or to rules and the working environment is
functional according to requirements. This calculation is based on
the total volume for a specific period.

Reliability

Schedule achievement in
the Establishment of the
Ideation team

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for the
Establishment of the
Ideation Team

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost for the Establishment
of the Ideation Team

Assets

None identified
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Establishment includes
•
The target number of team members have been committed
•
Every team member’s qualifications matches the requirements
of the role
•
Customers, partners, individuals have been committed
according to rules
•
Every team member has been trained on time
•
The targeted work environment is operational on time
Average time to establish the Ideation team

Cost to establish the Ideation team

Process Elements for IDEATE
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I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

4

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

5

Identify problem

Identify problem

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and define concept statement

7

Validate concept
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Ix.5 Identify problem
Background

 Identify and clarify one or more specific problems that creativity can be
focused on.
Definition

 The process of analyzing markets in-depth, primarily through some form of
problem analysis or scenario analysis. This includes
– Determining the appropriate product or activity category for exploration
– Identification of a group of heavy product users within this category
– Gathering from these heavy users a set of problems associated with the
category
– Sorting and ranking of the problems
– Documenting the problems

 ([Craw] p.92pp)
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Ix.5 Identify problem
Input

 EI.2 – Manage ideate data: Internal records
 R – Revise: Direct inputs from Technical and Marketing Departments
 R – Revise: User feedback, analyst feedback
Output

 Problem statement
Best practices
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Expert interviews
Focus group sessions
User observation
Role playing
Scenario analysis
Leap studies
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Ix.5 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% problems
documented and
accurately and on time

Percentage of problems accurately documented within
time frame

Responsiveness

Problem Identification
Cycle Time

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Problem Identification
Cost

Assets

Portfolio ROI
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Cost to plan identify problem

Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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Ix.6 Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement
Definition

 The process of
– Seeking possible solutions to a set of problems and spelling out a solution
concept, describing form, benefit, and technology. The solution concept
verbalizes or expresses through a prototype what is going to be changed and
how the user stands to gain and lose. ([Craw] p. 106p)
– Problem solving, collecting and evaluating new technologies, solutions from
end users and any other parties inside or outside the organization. [Craw]
p.92
– Bundling or splitting solution concepts into sizes appropriate for later
approval.
–

Example: Join 5 incremental ideas for the same domain of 200 person days each into a bundle of
1000 PD, because portfolio management typically does not look at development efforts below 1000
PD.

– Documenting these concepts according to applicable standards.
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Ix.6 Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement
Input

 DCOR-Research: New technologies
 (End users, other internal and external parties): Possible solutions, working
prototypes
 Ix.5 User needs analysis
Output

 Pool of new product concepts, ranging from vague ideas to working prototypes
Best Practices

Analytical problem solving
Surprise problem solving
Lead user innovation
Gap analysis
Trade-off analysis
Documentation of user needs is fundamental to monitoring ongoing user
needs shifts/changes that should trigger PLC actions
 Define additional services as part of the concept
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Ix.6 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts documented
on time and accurately

Percentage of concepts with accurate and complete
documentation supporting the concept and documented
within time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for
generating and
collection solution
concepts

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost for generating and
collecting solution
concepts

Assets

None Identified
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Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

Establish ideation team and setup
working environment

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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I1.7 Validate and score concept
Background

 In incremental innovation, validation and scoring is done typically in a single step, as there is little change
to what is already in place.
Definition

 The process of validating and scoring a product concept in terms of tactical fit, technical, marketing, and
financial viability and scoring it according to pre-defined criteria.
 Score according to an informal or formal screening model or by using intuition.
Input

 Concept statement
 EI.1, EI.10 Evaluation criteria
Output

 Validated and scored concept statement, functional specification, market analysis, sales forecast, product
cost and schedule
 EI.10 Risk Assessment
Best Practice
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Stage gate process (see Coopers)
SWOT Analysis
Documentation includes functional specification, selection of target markets, USP
Preliminary market analyses
Concept testing
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I1.7 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts validated
according to validation
standards and within
timeframe

Percentage of concepts validated completely and
according to validation standards within the time frame

Responsiveness

Validation Cycle Time

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Concept Validation Cost

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform concept validation

Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team

Establish ideation team

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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Ix.8 Validate strategic fit
Background

 In adjacent and radical innovation, validation and scoring is a major undertaking, often
performed by different parts of the organization, including legal, finance (for revenue
recognition, SOX), pricing, marketing, corporate strategy, and field sales.
 Depending on the type of innovation, different members of the executive board need to
be involved:
–
–
–
–

When addressing a new market: Sales, marketing
New technology: Chief Technology Officer
New internal process: Head of manufacturing, COO
New business model: CEO

 Therefore, validation for adjacent and radical innovation is broken down into several
processes. [Craw] p. 187 calls this a “full screen”.
Definition

 The process of validating and scoring a product concept in terms of strategic fit and the
fit into the future portfolio. The validation analyzes the extend to what a concept
supports the corporate or divisional innovation strategy, the strategic importance of the
product to the business, and the effect on the portfolio of offerings.
 Score according to an informal or formal screening model or by using intuition.
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Ix.8 Validate strategic fit
Input

 Concept statement
 pE.1, pE.9 Evaluation criteria
Output

 Strategic fit validated
 pE.10 Risk Assessment
Best Practices
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Analytical Hierarchy Process [Craw p. 248pp]
Clearly defined scoring model
Stage gate process (see Coopers)
SWOT Analysis
Checklists
Profile sheets
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Ix.8 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts validated
regarding strategic fit
according to validation
standards and within
timeframe

Percentage of concepts validated regarding strategic fit
completely and according to validation standards within
the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for validation
of strategic fit

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of concept
validation for strategic
fit

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform concept validation regarding strategic fit

Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team

Establish ideation team

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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Ix.9 Validate technical viability
Definition

 The process of validating and scoring a product concept in terms of
technical viability. The validation analyzes the chances of technical
accomplishment considering technical success factors such as proprietary
position (patent, IP), available technical resources, technical complexity,
access to and effective use of external technology, as well as supply chain
and manufacturing capability1.
– This includes analyzing the effect of the availability of key components,
materials, and other resources.

 Score according to an informal or formal screening model or by using
intuition.

1

see John Davis, Alan Fusfield,Eric Scriven, and Gary Tritle: Determining a Project's Probability of Success. Research-Technology
Management, May-June 2001, pp. 51-57
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Ix.9 Validate technical viability
Input

 Concept statement
 EI.1, EI.10 Evaluation criteria
Output

 Technical viability validated
 EI.10 Risk Assessment
Best Practices
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Analytical Hierarchy Process [Craw p. 248pp]
Clearly defined scoring model
Stage gate process (see Coopers)
Checklists
Profile sheets
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Ix.9 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts validated
regarding technical
viability according to
validation standards
and within timeframe

Percentage of concepts validated regarding technical
viability completely and according to validation standards
within the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for validation
of technical viability

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of concept
validation for technical
viability

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform concept validation regarding technical
viability

Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team

Establish ideation team

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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Ix.10 Validate marketing viability
Definition

 The process of validating and scoring a product concept in terms of
marketing viability. The validation analyzes the chances of marketing
accomplishment considering marketing success factors such as
–
–
–
–
–

User value, customer/market need and market attractiveness
Competitive product advantage
the ease with which the product will be introduced and distributed
Customer strength in the business area of interest
Safety, health, and environmental risks1.

 Score according to an informal or formal screening model or by using
intuition.

1

see John Davis, Alan Fusfield,Eric Scriven, and Gary Tritle: Determining a Project's Probability of Success. Research-Technology
Management, May-June 2001, pp. 51-57
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Ix.10 Validate marketing viability
Input






Concept statement
Market data, Market analysis
EI.1, EI.10 Evaluation criteria
Ix.5 User needs

Output

 Marketing viability validated
 EI.10 Risk Assessment
Best Practices
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Analytical Hierarchy Process [Craw p. 248pp]
Clearly defined scoring model
Stage gate process (see Coopers)
Calculate TCO from a customer perspective, the lifecycle total cost
Market opportunity analysis (see explanation on separate slide)
Analysis of user needs and buyer behaviour
Market segment analysis and selection of target markets (see explanation on separate slide)
Sales forecast
Marketing mix: Product, price, positioning, placement
Checklists
Profile sheets
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Ix.10 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts validated
regarding marketing
viability according to
validation standards
and within timeframe

Percentage of concepts validated regarding marketing
viability completely and according to validation standards
within the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for validation
of marketing viability

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of concept
validation for marketing
viability

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform concept validation regarding marketing
viability

Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team

Establish ideation team

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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Ix.11 Validate financial viability
Definition

 The process of validating and scoring a product concept in terms of
commercial viability. The validation compiles all risks, analyzes the
chances of commercial accomplishment considering financial success
factors such as
–
–
–
–
–

Expected profitability (NPV)
Percent return (IRR or ROI percent)
Payback period
Certainty of the profit or sales estimates
Risks: Extend to which the product is low cost and fast to do

 Score according to an informal or formal screening model or by using
intuition.

1

see [Craw p. 248]
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Ix.11 Validate financial viability
Input

 Concept statement
 Technical viability, marketing viability
 EI.1, EI.10 Evaluation criteria
Output

 Financial viability validated
 EI.10 Risk Assessment
Best Practices

Analytical Hierarchy Process [Craw p. 248pp]
Clearly defined scoring model
Stage gate process (see Coopers)
Total System Life Cycle Cost of Ownership
Validate value to customers of product features/functions and their
associated product cost
 Checklists
 Profile sheets
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Ix.11 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts validated
regarding financial
viability according to
validation standards
and within timeframe

Percentage of concepts validated regarding financial
viability completely and according to validation standards
within the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for validation
of financial viability

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of concept
validation for financial
viability

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform concept validation regarding financial
viability

Process Elements for IDEATE
I1 Established

I2 Adjacent

I3 Disruptive

1

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

Identify suggestions for Product
Innovation Activities

2

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

Evaluate, validate and select
opportunities for further consideration

3

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Define objectives and scope of activity
for the innovation

Establish ideation team

Establish ideation team

4
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5

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

Identify user needs

6

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

Generate and collect solution concepts
and create concept statement

7

Validate and score concept

8

Validate strategic fit

Validate strategic fit

9

Validate technical viability

Validate technical viability

10

Validate marketing viability

Validate marketing viability

11

Validate financial viability

Validate financial viability

12

Validate organizational impact and
viability

Validate organizational impact and
viability
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Ix.12 Validate organizational impact
and viability
Definition

 The process of validating and scoring a product concept in terms of
organizational impact and organizational viability. The validation analyzes
the organizational disruptiveness and synergies from developing,
producing, selling, procuring for, distributing, and supporting the product.
– This includes considerations around the fitness of the project team in
question.

 Score according to an informal or formal screening model or by using
intuition.

1

see [Craw p. 244, 248]
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Ix.12 Validate organizational impact
and viability
Input

 Concept statement
 Technical viability, marketing viability
 EI.1, EI.10 Evaluation criteria
Output

 Organizational viability validated
 EI.10 Risk Assessment
Best Practices
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Analytical Hierarchy Process [Craw p. 248pp]
Clearly defined scoring model
Stage gate process (see Coopers)
Checklists
Profile sheets
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Ix.12 KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% concepts validated
regarding organizational
viability according to
validation standards
and within timeframe

Percentage of concepts validated regarding financial
viability completely and according to validation standards
within the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for validation
of financial viability

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of concept
validation for financial
viability

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform concept validation regarding financial
viability

Develop

DEVELOP in Detail
Definition
The DEVELOP process encompasses the technical and commercial definition, creation, validation,
and release of a new product or service.

Business Purpose

Major Results

Develop a concept into a market offering, which will generate value to
users and which is profitable.

Fully Developed and validated
offering
 technically and
commercially
 Ready to be launched
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Examples for Scope of DEVELOP
"’While great devices are invented in the laboratory, great products are invented in the Marketing Department.’ A product must be more

(Philip Kotler quoting William H.
Davidow, former Vice President of Strategy at Intel)
than a physical device: It must be a concept that solves someone's problems.”

Best Practices
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Setup a program or project
Stage-gates
Perform competitive analysis
Review cycles with customers
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Examples for DEVELOP Activities
Develop Marketing
plan

Develop Pricing
proposal

Develop Account
Qualification plan

Develop Preview
Demos

Develop Plan for
Customer validation

Identify potential
customers in
Installed Base

Develop Launch
plan & budget

Develop Service
Portfolio plan
Identify Training
needs
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Obtain Customer
feedback on
alpha/beta/gamm
a pilots
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Define Packaging

Create Service
Portfolio

Develop Advertising,
Finalize Ramp-Up plan
PR, Promotions
Establish thought
leadership
Approve Pricing
Produce Product
Launch BoM
Plan Early Demo
Define target
customers
Update Sales
Portfolio

Launch References
Perform Customer
validation

Categories and Process Elements
for DEVELOP
Established Develop (D1):
Apply established procedures to technically and
commercially develop the incremental innovation.
Examples:
•
Upgrade of a software product using the same
technology
•
A new version of an existing car type
Adjacent Develop (D2):
Developing the offering needs a different approach
and requires new expertise to cope with process
complexity. The Develop process can be largely
configured using templates.
Example:
•
The BMW Z3 in the late 80s. It used an existing
3-series car platform and very few new
components, but integration and testing took
place in the US as opposed to the traditional
production in Germany.
Disruptive Develop (D3):
Design and execution of the Develop process are not
fully understood upfront or are highly complex,
various iterations are to be expected.
Examples:
•
ERP Systems in the early 90s
•
Microwave Ovens in the 70s
•
3M Post-it Notes
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Established
DEVELOP

Adjacent
DEVELOP

Disruptive
DEVELOP

Schedule
DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization,
adjust
processes, and
prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization,
define
processes, and
prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales
forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch
business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market

KPIs for DEVELOP (overall)
What Makes A Great Develop Process?
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Product Quality Rating
Perfect Product

Product Quality Rating: Product Condition & Completeness
• Product = Complete Offering
• Quality = Match between Market Need and Product as created
Perfect Product:
• Customer needs correctly identified and completely developed
within scope (including service requirements), and
• Errors within defined threshold, and
• Ready for Release at committed date

Responsiveness

Develop Cycle Time

Average time to develop an offering

Agility

DEVELOP Change Cycle Time

The ability of the DEVELOP process to respond to unplanned
events. Examples of unplanned events are unexpected but
critical market needs, competitor moves, quality issues, and
budget and/or headcount changes (Product-Management
budget)

Process Cost

Total DEVELOP Cost or Cost of
Goods in DEVELOP

DEVELOP Product Costs

Assets

DEVELOP fixed assets value

All assets in place for creation, including IP such as copyrights,
brand value, patents
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Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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D1.1 Schedule DEVELOP Activities
Definition

 Given plans for the development of specific offerings, the scheduling of
the operations to be performed in accordance with these plans.
Scheduling includes sequencing and managing the execution of all
process steps and deliverables.
Input

 P1.4 Decision to build project, overall scope, budget, etc.
 P3.4 DEVELOP plan
 Ideate: Validated concept
Output

 Official DEVELOP Schedule with Milestones, Q-Gates, etc.
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D1.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Average on-time
achievement of Product
Completion Date

Average achievement of product completion date as
planned

Responsiveness

Average Develop Time

Average time for process execution

Capacity Utilization

IP, buildings

Agility
Process Cost
Assets
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Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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D2.1 Setup DEVELOP organization, adjust processes, and prepare resources
D3.1 Create DEVELOP organization, define processes, and prepare resources
Definition



Input



Output






Define and setup the organizational environment, processes, systems and procedures for developing a new offering. Provide special
training, setup a reward system, revise the firm's usual project review system, and obtain special permissions.
Assign resources and budget.

P1.4, P2.4 Approved project with overall scope and budget
Ideate: Validated concept
Organization, systems, processes & procedures for this instance of DEVELOP
Trained DEVELOP team and stakeholders
Reward system
Project Management Plan with schedule, milestones, Q-Gates, etc.

Best Practices



Notes




Business Incubator
Acquisition of detailed market knowledge via consultants, new hires, or a research project

Training may cover a new market, a new technology, or a new way of working
Training on a new market is necessary, because we have only limited expertise in-house and no network, no structures to obtain the
required market knowledge. For existing markets, we typically know this from past experience and already have the structures
established to update our market knowledge. Examples of required knowledge: What are the barriers to market entry? What sales
channels are customers used to? What drives those customers? How intense is the competition? What are the bargaining powers of
customers and suppliers? Who to get market information from and what kind of market information really counts?
Difference between adjacent D2.1 and disruptive D3.1
–
–
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“Adjacent” assumes existence of a template for organizational setup and for processes, which is adjusted for this project
“Disruptive” creates the business architecture from ground up. Still it may re-use infrastructure, etc.
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D2.1, D3.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Average on-time
achievement of Product
Release Date

Average achievement of product release date as
planned

Responsiveness

Average Develop Cycle Time

Average time for process execution

Process Cost

Setup cost

Legal, project management cost, IT

Assets

Setup assets

IP, buildings

Agility
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Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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Dx.2: Define Offering
Definition

 Define business model, product and brand requirements
–
–
–

Define and specify product in terms of nature, content, target market, value to the user, scope of the
development effort, positioning, and features
Define complimentary offerings and services around the product
Perform Market segmentation

 Define evaluation parameters and structures for product evaluation
–

“Define Structures” for disruptive, only

 Differentiate offering from competitive offerings
–

Perform competitive analysis

Input

 Ideate: Validated concept
Output

 Marketing specification – the product from a marketing point of view
–
–
–
–
–
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Competitive analysis
Unique selling proposition
Market segments
Functional specification  DCOR
High-level Supply Chain requirements  SCOR

Use Cases
DCOR: Functional Specification, Test Cases, Product Design Document
Compiled specification of the total offering
Evaluation parameters and structures for product evaluation
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Dx.2: Define Offering
Notes: Explanation on “Define Offering”

 The series of activities performed to collect detailed requirements and turn them into a
technical and commercial specification, which should be validated.
 Define test scope and test cycles. This includes gathering requirements and expectations
from internal stakeholders, structuring and prioritizing them, validation of assumptions from
original business case, and validation of technical compliance with existing platform strategy.
 Collecting and specifying the requirements refines the scope set by the business case or the
project charter. The scope for validation includes customer value, profitability of the offering,
technical feasibility, effort estimates to create the offering, required skillsets, etc. Validation
includes getting formal commitment to the specification.
 Specify the product documentation, complementary Documentation, qualification of
personnel creating, positioning, or placing the product (E.g., What kind of sales people do we
need?). Validating the Feasibility reflects the Technology Risk and the Domain Risk, i.e. Can a
Product technically be built and can the customer value be realized. Compliance is achieved
by checking the concept against corporate and industry standards.
 Specify complimentary services around the offering.
Best practices:

 Market segmentation in line with segmentation of user needs
 Collect detailed requirements from various internal and external stakeholders
 Collaborative innovation
 Evaluate Trend in Revenues and in Market Share
 Win-Loss Trend/Analysis
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Dx.2: Define Offering
Best practices (continued)

 Compare Trend in Market Share to Market Share of Key Competitors and to
overall Market Growth (per Market) and compare Trend in Market Share to
Trend in other Regions.
 Getting Marketing Data
 Competitive Analysis
 Shared Wallet Analysis
 Validate specification with customers and partners
 Formal specification document
 Value Mapping

– an indication of the amount of value that the market considers a product or service to
have, which helps to differentiate it from its competitors

 Compare Trend in Market Share to Market Share of Key Competitors and to
overall Market Growth (per Market) and compare Trend in Market Share to
Trend in other Regions
 Calculate customer value on feature/function level to justify sales price
 Compare Trend in Market Share to Market Share of Key Competitors and to
overall Market Growth (per Market) and compare Trend in Market Share to
Trend in other Regions.
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Dx.2: KPIs
Performance Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect Offering Definition

External and internal requirements correctly specified (commercially and
technically, and including requirements for service and support) and
documented.
Product specification released at committed date

Responsiveness

Define Offering Cycle Time

Average time to create a product definition

Agility

Define Offering Change Cycle
Time

Time to change a product definition after it has been released to
operations
[Sum of specification update cycle times]/[Total number of events].
Specification update cycle time = time between receipt of change
requirements and release of the revised specification to operations

Process Cost

Define Offering Costs

Assets
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Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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Dx.3 Develop Commercial part of the
Offering
Definition



Input





Output
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The series of activities performed to develop the commercial part of a product or service. This includes the product marketing strategy
in terms of branding, pricing, and distribution as well as a product roadmap and the definition or selection of communication channels
(see notes section for a more detailed process scope).

Dx.2 Product Specification
EC.1 pricing and packaging rules
(sEP.1) Existing Service Levels, locations, & other SC capabilities
(sEP.7) Existing Supply Chain
Commercial Offering. Components:
Dx.4 Pricing and packaging
sEP.1 Distribution Model, Selected distribution channels, Future Service Levels, locations, distribution requirements, expected volumes
& other SC performance standards
Sales Channel (LE / SME)
Partner Engagement Model
Support Model
Messages to Market, Types of Presentation: Product Flyers, Videos, Blogs, Presentations for Tradeshows
Product Availability Matrix
Partner Engagement Model
Support Model
Customer Engagement Model
(sEP.1, sED.7) Detailed distribution strategy & requirements, installation requirements, expected volumes, Future Service Levels,
locations, & other SC performance standards
(sEP.7, sED.8) Future supply chain
(sP1.1) Product Road Map, Rollout Plan
(sEP.8) Regulatory Requirements
(sEP.9, sED.9) Risks
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Dx.3 Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Best Practices

 Communication channels respond to channels of communication potential buyers choose
 Promotional programs need links to CCOR for financial aspects of sales promotions and sales
commissions
 Promotional programs need links to SCOR for forecasting demand of promotional programs,
communicating plan components to sales and channels, collateral and other materials
 Validate assumptions from original business case. Ensure that the definition of communication and
distribution channels integrates with the functional specifications, with the specifications for pricing,
packaging, and positioning.
 Analysis of customers' desired service output levels: Lot size (number of items a buyer obtains on one
purchase), waiting and delivery time (time between purchase and delivery), spatial convenience (ease of
buying), product variety (variants offered), and service backup (E.g., financing in the automobile industry).
 Compare our pricing to competitors' prices:
–
–

Comparably equipped pricing,
comparison based on cost of ownership

Define account criteria (type, industry, market units)
Define accountable person per region/market unit to drive account qualification
Assess existing field readiness
Determine content bill-of-materials required to support account qualification
Schedule, milestones & KPIs defined
Define training channels, outreach, and tracking processes
Partner Memorandum of Understanding (MoU)  Clear partner requirements to qualify for SAP partner
program (e.g. trained consultants, certification against solution)  In turn: joint customer pipeline
 Design Services (see Slide 27)
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Dx.3 Develop Commercial part of the
Offering (cont’d)
Notes: More detailed scope of Dx.3

 Product Marketing strategy
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–
158

Branding Policies and Strategy
Brand Protection
Packaging and Labeling
Merchandising
Sales Promotion and Incentives
Sales Commission Structures
Develop Sales Training
Advertising – Creative Themes and Objectives
Promotional / Advertising Program

Advertising, events and experiences, public relations, direct & interactive marketing, Word-of-mouth marketing, and
personal selling
Personal Selling
Sales Promotion – Displays, Shows, Expositions, Demonstrations
Promotional Mix
Promotional Appropriation
Management of Effectiveness

Instruction Booklets /Collateral /Manuals
Warranty Terms
Public Relations
Program Evaluation Tools / Systems
Financial Plans / Budgets
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Dx.3 Develop Commercial part of the
Offering (cont’d)
Notes (continued): More detailed scope of Dx.3



Pricing & Packaging
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Editions for the product and its complementary offerings
Price points
Scales
Pricing rules
Ranges for rebates
Specification how pricing will be tracked, E.g., how to track actual users in a user-based pricing
Validated for prevention of abuse or cannibalization





Alternate offerings such as lease or buy
Complementary products and services through partners or own staff
Support model and support offering through partners or own staff



Roadmaps

–
–
–
–
–




Product development plan
Market Development Plan, E.g., Introduction of a product into an international market
Includes marketing mix
Includes effective assessments of promotional and advertisement programs

Define Communication Model or Select Market channels for communication
Define Distribution Model or select Distribution channels  SCOR
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
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Definition of partner guidelines (e.g. number of trained consultants, certification against solution, revenue share model)

Define for each chosen market segment how value will be made available for use or consumption
channels for sales, trade, and distribution. Channels include retail outlets, online shops, value-adding resellers, and service channels, and
own sales force.
value networks, the models for partner and customer engagement, push vs. pull strategy
Channel objectives in terms of targeted service output levels by market segments, considering product characteristics (perishable, bulky),
competitor‘s channels, legal regulations
Major channel alternatives by types of intermediaries, number of intermediaries, terms and responsibilities of channel members
Channel member selection
Design of training and motivation for channel members
Definition how channel members will be evaluated
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Dx.3: KPIs
Performance Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect Commercial offering

The ability to develop commercial offerings which meet the following
standards: on-time, right offering, complete documentation, complete
pricing, complete branding, complete roadmap, ready for distribution,
ready for market communication.

Responsiveness

Commercial offering Cycle Time

Average time for the development of a commercial offering

Agility

Commercial offering Change
Cycle Time

Time to change a commercial offering after operations for
validation (Dx.4) have started [Sum of update cycle
times]/[Total number of events]. Update cycle time = time
between receipt of change requirements and release of the
revised schedule to operations

Process Cost

Commercial offering
development cost

Assets
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Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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D1.4: Review sales forecast
Definition

 The process of reviewing the sales forecast, the expected cost of marketing, making
profitability projections and deciding about go/no-go.
Input






Dx.3 Marketing cost, Sales forecast by market segment
DCOR: Product cost
Ix.7 Business Case, Sales Forecast
EI.10, ED.10 Risk Assessment

Output




Decision to go /no-go
Reviewed business case
–
–
–

Reviewed sales forecast
Reviewed cost
ED.10 Risk Assessment

Best Practice

 Review Business Case, Sales Forecast
 Tough kill/go decision points
 Stage-gates
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D1.4: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

163

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% sales forecasts
reviewed according to
standards and within
timeframe

Percentage of sales forecasts reviewed completely and
according to standards within the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time reviewing
sales forecasts

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of reviewing sales
forecasts

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to review sales forecasts

Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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D2.4, D3.4: Perform comprehensive pre-launch
business analysis
Definition

 The process of comprehensively forecasting sales, assessing costs and risks, making profit projections, calculating
key financial benchmarks, and deciding about go/no-go.
Input









Dx.3 Marketing cost, Sales forecast by market segment
DCOR: Product cost
Ix.8 Strategic fit validated
Ix.9 Technical viability validated
Ix.10 Marketing viability validated
Ix.11 Financial viability validated
EI.10, ED.10 Risk Assessment

Output




Approval to go /no-go
Reviewed business case
–
–
–

Note

Reviewed sales forecast
Reviewed cost
ED.10 Risk Assessment

This definition goes well beyond D1.4

Best Practice

 Review Business Case, Sales Forecast
 Tough kill/go decision points
 Stage-gates
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D2.4, D3.4: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

166

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% comprehensive prelaunch business
analyses performed
according to standards
and within timeframe

Percentage of comprehensive pre-launch business
analyses performed completely and according to
standards within the time frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for
comprehensive prelaunch business
analyses

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of comprehensive
pre-launch business
analyses

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to perform comprehensive pre-launch business
analyses

Process Elements for DEVELOP
Established DEVELOP

Adjacent DEVELOP

Disruptive DEVELOP

Schedule DEVELOP
Activities

Setup DEVELOP
organization, adjust
processes, and prepare
resources

Create DEVELOP
organization, define
processes, and prepare
resources

Define Offering
Develop Commercial part of the Offering
Review sales forecast

Perform comprehensive pre-launch business analysis
Validate Offering in The Market
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Dx.5 Validate Offering in the Market
Definition

 The process of developing and testing all implementation components and validating the entire offering
with pilots. Implementation components include Promotion materials, price list, training/equipment sales
force, distribution contracts, and the Public relations plan. Validation with a pilot is a field test with end
users, test market, beta, or gamma tests.
Input

Dx.2: Evaluation parameters and structures for product evaluation
Dx.3: Pricing and packaging, Messages to Market, Types of Presentation: Product Flyers, Videos, Blogs,
Presentations for Tradeshows, Market segments
 ED.10 Risks



Output



Validated offering

Best practices

 Compare results of field tests with end users to originally collected user requirements. Field test also to
validate accuracy of user requirements gathered
 Trial sell
–

A trial sell or test market of the product: an attempt to sell the product to a limited number of customers or
in a limited geographical area; a "soft launch". (Winning at New Products: Accelerating the Process from
Idea to Launch, p. 8)

 Customer product tests
–
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Testing the product with the customer; field trials, beta tests, or preference tests: giving the product to
customers and letting them try it under live field conditions.
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Dx.5: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

169

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

% offerings validated in
the market according to
standards and within
timeframe

Percentage of offerings validated in the market
completely and according to standards within the time
frame

Responsiveness

Cycle Time for validating
offerings in the market

Agility

None identified

Process Cost

Cost of validating
offerings in the market

Assets

None Identified
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Cost to validate offerings in the market

Launch

L: Launch
Definition

The processes of promoting an offering in order to sign-up users, of ensuring that it is available for
consumption, and that users get the promised value out of the offering.

Best Practices




Input


Output



Monitor actual market segments and compare with target market segments
Monitor user and other market feedback as well as shelfware
Monitor sales and sensitivity to price changes
Product or service ready to be released (→ Crawford p38)
Marketed product or service

Notes

Promoting a new offering often includes creating market awareness and explaining the value of a product
to potential buyers. It also includes leveraging the new offering for upselling and cross-selling other
products from the company’s portfolio.
 Ensuring availability includes monitoring of the related supply chain activities. Execution of these
activities is part of SCOR
 Ensuring that users get the promised value includes monitoring of support activities. Execution of these
activities is part of CCOR. This is essential to reach the next lifecycle stage towards mass adoption
 The sales process is part of CCOR.
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Lx: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Reliability

Responsiveness

Metric

Explanation

a.
b.

a.

c.

a.
b.

Perfect Launch
Target revenue
achievement
Target achievement
in # deals or #
users or market
share
Market adoption
cycle time
Time to first usage

b.
c.
a.
b.

Launch executed to the correct target markets within the defined
time horizon and achieved the targets for revenues, number of
users, and customer satisfaction at the targeted sales price.
Revenue targets for lifecycle stage or period, E.g. as stated in the
business case
Number of deals or number of users or market share for period
E.g., from of business case
Average time from product release to reach market adoption
target (defined in revenues, # users, or market share)
Average time from product release to first successful usage by a
paying customer (non-pilot).

Agility

Launch change cycle
time

Time to change the Launch after it has been started to
operations
[Sum of change cycle times]/[Total number of events].
Change cycle time = time between receipt of change
requirements and release of the revised Launch to
operations

Process Cost

Launch cost

All cost associated with launch including promotion, market
communication, sales, delivery, and support

Assets

Launch assets

All assets associated with launch, promotion, market communication,
sales, delivery, and support
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Process Elements for LAUNCH
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Communicate value and generate leads
Ensure first sales
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Sign-off Launch
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L1.1 Schedule LAUNCH Activities
Definition

 Given plans for the launch of specific offerings, the scheduling of the
operations to be performed in accordance with these plans. Scheduling
includes sequencing and managing the execution of all process steps and
deliverables.
Input

 P1.4 Decision to build project, overall scope, budget, etc.
 P4.4 LAUNCH plan
 Dx.5 Product or service ready to be released (→ Crawford p38)
Output

 Official Launch Schedule with Milestones, Q-Gates, etc.
Best Practices

 Collaborative planning with Channel partners
 Approve Product Launch Budget: Approve the refined Budget needs for the
GTM Activities according to aligned Launch Plan/ Strategy
 Field bottom-up planning
 Partner & Eco-system planning
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L1.1 Schedule LAUNCH Activities
Notes

 Break down the Go To market process into executable activities and
schedule in an execution order, assigning responsibilities and
deliverables.
 Scheduling the execution plan for Go-to-Market. Often includes definition,
validation, or refinement of target markets and target groups, steps for
enablement, establishment of a marketing event calendar, tele-marketing,
revenue targets, market potential analysis and an overview of
opportunities. Training for presales and sales is scheduled as part of the
internal enablement, for partners as part of the external enablement.
Revenue targets are established for geographic segments (E.g., Southwest
region) and vertical segments (industries). How many customers in a
market segment could benefit from the offering is the market potential,
which is analyzed in this process element.
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L1.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Average on-time
achievement of Launch
Completion Date

The percentage of time that a product
achieves its launch schedule. This
is measured based on achieving the launch targets.

Responsiveness

Launch scheduling cycle
time

Average time to schedule Launch activities

Launch schedule
Change Cycle Time

Time to change a launch schedule after it
has been released to operations
[Sum of schedule update cycle times]/[Total
number of events]. Schedule update cycle
time = time between receipt of change
requirements and release of the revised
schedule to operations

Capacity Utilization

IP, buildings

Agility

Process Cost
Assets
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L2.1 Setup LAUNCH organization, adjust processes, and prepare resources
L3.1 Create LAUNCH organization, define processes, and prepare resources
Definition

Define and setup the organizational environment, processes, systems and procedures for launching a
new offering. Provide special training, setup a reward system, revise the firm's usual project review system,
and obtain special permissions.
 Assign resources and budget.


Input

 P1.4 Decision to build project, overall scope, budget, etc.
 P4.4 LAUNCH plan
 Dx.5 Product or service ready to be released (→ Crawford p38)
Output






Organization, systems, processes & procedures for this instance of DEVELOP
Trained LAUNCH team
Reward system
Project Management Plan with launch schedule, milestones, Q-Gates, etc.

Best Practices

 Business Incubator
 Approve Product Launch Budget: Approve the refined Budget needs for the GTM Activities according to
aligned Launch Plan/ Strategy
 Collaborative planning with Channel partners
 Field bottom-up planning
 Partner & Eco-system planning
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L2.1 Setup LAUNCH organization, adjust processes, and prepare resources
L3.1 Create LAUNCH organization, define processes, and prepare resources
Best Practices (continued)

 Establish organizational structures for GTM in sales and marketing. Ensure that relevant
external parties such as trade partners or retailers follow suit. Customize sales cycle and the
internal and external sales organizations to match the specific demands of the market.
Revise and adjust the positioning (target market segments, messages).
 Establishing the Placement Process across all Departments and external parties such as
trade partners or retailers. Adjust the channels used, E.g., when addressing different target
groups. Setting up the Sales Channels, implementing the Customer Engagement Model,
addressing the Partner Eco System.
Notes

Difference between adjacent L2.1 and disruptive L3.1
–
–

“Adjacent” assumes existence of a template for organizational setup and for processes, which is
adjusted for this project
“Disruptive” creates the business architecture from ground up. Still it may re-use infrastructure, etc.

Option to have a separate GTM organization for the innovation
–
–
–

Disruptive innovations are often started in a separate organization, shielded from the regular
business.

In other cases a separate company legally or perception-wise protects the mother brand.
In many cases, established procedures are too rigid or simply do not apply to innovative products and need to be replaced.

When addressing new markets this may need a new sales organization or new processes
–
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L2.1 Setup LAUNCH organization, adjust processes, and prepare resources
L3.1 Create LAUNCH organization, define processes, and prepare resources
Notes (continued)

Evaluate, define and specify the process and the elements which
have to be executed for the applicable Go-To-Market process.
An established market requires a different process setup from a
white space market, E.g., sales through e-stores. An existing market
with an installed base is likely to have other deliverables than a new
market.
Training applies to a core team who runs the Launch, only. This can
be about the new product, the new market, the new organization, etc.
Scaling product and market knowledge is addressed in Lx.3.
Process includes Launch scheduling (see L1.1)
If we are addressing this market for the first time (disruptive or adjacent
case), then we do not have any Structures established to do so. Now we
create them. Who are the Decision Makers in the Customer
Organization? How can I reach them?
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L2.1, L3.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Average on-time
achievement of Launch
completion date

Average achievement of Launch completion date as
planned

Responsiveness

Average Launch Cycle Time

Average time for process execution

Agility

Launch planning change
cycle time

Time to change a launch plan after it has been
released to operations
[Sum of schedule update cycle times]/[Total number
of events]. Schedule update cycle time = time
between receipt of change requirements and release
of the revised schedule to operations

Process Cost

Launch planning cost

Legal, project management cost, IT

Assets

Launch planning assets

IP, buildings
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Lx.2 Announce product release and publish
pricelist
Definition

 The process of announcing the market release of the offering and publishing
the pricelist and the bill of material / packaging. This includes communicating
and establishing global and regional pricing information and publishing global
and regional product availability and discounts
Input

 CCOR: Field readiness, Support readiness
 SCOR: Manufacturing readiness
Output

 Lx.3 Released Product
 sEP1, Lx.1, cEP.1 Launch Plan
Best Practices

 Obtain internal and external stakeholder sign-off
Notes
Legal necessity
Process helps the sales organization to estimate revenue potential, define revenue goals and identify target customers.
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Lx.02: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

• Accuracy of pricelist
• % product releases and
pricelist publications
published on-time

% of accurate pricelists

Responsiveness

Cycle time for product
release and pricelist
publication

Average time to release product and publish
pricelist

Agility

Change Cycle Time for
product release pricelist

Time to change a product release or update
a pricelist after it has been published
[Sum of update cycle times]/[Total number
of events]. update cycle time = time
between receipt of change requirements and
release of the revised schedule to operations

Process Cost

Product release and pricelist
publication cost

Assets
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L1.3 Ramp-up production & operations
L2.3, L3.3 Trigger production & operations start-up
Definition L1.3

 The process of triggering production and operations start-up and scaling to target
volume, effectively ensuring field readiness, manufacturing readiness, and support
readiness.
Definition L2.3, L3.3

 The process of triggering production and operations start-up at initial volume and
scope, effectively ensuring field readiness, manufacturing readiness, and support
readiness.
Input




Output



Lx.2 Released Product
CCOR: Field readiness, Support readiness
SCOR: Manufacturing readiness
sEP1, Lx.1, cEP.1 Launch Plan

Best Practices

 Obtain stakeholder sign-off
 Ensure that the IT systems for supply chain management, CRM, etc. allow selling,
marketing, servicing, and executing product support
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L1.3 Ramp-up production & operations
L2.3, L3.3 Trigger production & operations start-up
Notes: Trigger Production/operations start-up

 Lx.1 Start-up of full-scale of commercial production and operations
 Lx.2, Lx.3: Do not start-up full scale but stay at low volumes initially.
– Low volumes make it easier to eliminate flaws
– Example: Test market, only
– Often separate organizations provide these initial operations

 Ensure field readiness  CCOR
 Manufacturing readiness  SCOR
 Support readiness
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Lx.3: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect ramp-up

Ramp-up completed with operations at target volume
on time.

Responsiveness

Ramp-up Cycle Time

Average time to perform a ramp-up

Agility
Process Cost
Assets
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Cycle time for ramp-up reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.
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L1.4 Transfer product knowledge
L2.4, L3.4 Transfer market and product knowledge
Definition L1.4




Transfer delta product knowledge to internal and external parties who sell, service, or support the offering. Enable those parties
appropriately. This includes hosting training sessions, creation and distribution of training material, collaterals, hiring of market experts,
consultants, product manuals, helplines, web pages, etc.
Delta product knowledge refers to the delta between the new product version and previous versions.

Definition L2.4, L3.4



Input





Output



Transfer market and product knowledge to internal and external parties who sell, service, or support the offering. Enable those parties
appropriately. This includes hosting training sessions, creation and distribution of training material, collaterals, hiring of market experts,
consultants, product manuals, helplines, web pages, etc.

P4.4: Periodical marketing plan
Lx.1: Go-to-market schedule
Dx.3: Target groups, messaging concept and messages, marketing material, target markets in general, detailed market knowledge,
service & support assets
Material released for training, positioning, and placement
Relevant internal and external parties sufficiently trained

Best Practices



Notes
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Transfer market knowledge to both, internal stakeholders and the eco-system
Tools to consider: Job Aids, Mentoring, Process Documentation, Identification of Best Practices, Communities of Practice, Job
Shadowing, Critical Incident Review, Storytelling, Document Repositories, Structured On the Job Training

External parties include channel partners
L2.4, L3.4: We enter a new market and we need to transfer to sales, presales, business development etc. what we learned about the
market
Does not include sales training  Lx.5
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Lx.04: KPIs
Performance
Attribute
Reliability

Metric
Schedule achievement
Perfect knowledge transfer

Explanation
The percentage of target group members who
completed training on time
The percentage of target group members trained on
time who successfully completed a corresponding
exam

Responsiveness

Knowledge transfer cycle
time

Average time to transfer knowledge about a
new market

Agility

Knowledge transfer change
cycle time

Time to change the planned knowledge
transfer to incorporate either omission or
improvement detected during the process.

Process Cost

Cost for knowledge transfer

Assets
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Lx.5 Communicate value and generate leads
Definition

 Create awareness and communicate the value of the offering to identified
target groups and identify potential buyers who demonstrate interest. Internal
target groups include sales and presales, consulting, support, and training.
External target groups include partners, analysts, the press, prospects, and
customers. Typical means include sales training, publication of sales
collaterals, advertising, presentations at tradeshows and industry events.
Input

 P3.4: Periodical marketing plan
 Lx.1: Go-to-market schedule
 Dx.3 : Target groups, messaging concept and messages, marketing material,
target markets in general
Output

 The market (= potential users, buyers, analysts, press) as well as internal
stakeholders (sales, marketing, etc.) understand the value of the offering
 CCOR, Lx.6: Leads = Potential buyers or users who can be contacted and put
into the sales pipeline
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Lx.5 Communicate value and generate leads
Best Practices

 Exploit installed base of existing customers
 Execute Target Group and multiplier training
–
–
–

Execute Events for Target Group according to Delivery Plan (multipliers first, whole Target Group on Demand)
Plan Events with system support and assign all Resources
Deliver consistent Reporting Data related to KPIs

 Communicate to both, internal stakeholders and the eco-system
 Execute pre-launch Global Communications Plan (Media, Analysts, Influencers, User Groups, Employees) including
pre-briefing
 Execute pre-launch Marketing Programs (Campaigns) and Website Strategy Preparation
Plan and prepare for Launch Event (if required) or any "Launch Day" Activities
 Communications to eco-system
 External Launch Events
 Opportunity analysis
 Analyze the Account Planning (Sales, Eco-system) and find potential Customers per highlight (new Processes,
enhanced Functionality)
 Analyze installed Base regarding up-/ cross- selling Opportunities (define required technical stack, if applicable)
 Analyze the Market potential for net new Customers - to illustrate further
Evaluate and weight potential Ramp- up Customers in the Pipeline/ check pre-nominations on Ramp- up
Registration page
 Customer Nomination and Selection for subsequently planned Customer Proof Activities
Partner Recruitment
 Define Engagement model for Customer Proof Activities where Partner is involved
 Incorporate recruited Partners into Pipeline Building and Customer Qualification Phase
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Lx.5 Communicate value and generate leads
Notes

 The reasons to buy the Product are communicated and the Competitive
Advantages and unique Value are promoted.
 The value proposition covers reasons to buy the product and advantages over
competing offerings, its price and availability among other things.
 The communication employs marketing instruments, E.g., Hold sales trainings,
arrange analyst sessions, set up blogs, publish sales collaterals, advertising,
tradeshows, industry events. Training for presales and sales is scheduled as
part of the internal enablement; for partners it is set up as part of the external
enablement. The communication includes creation of awareness about
events, work with influencers, articles in trade magazines.
 Leads can be collected during sales events, trade shows, customer meetings,
tele-marketing, etc. A lead may also be created when the Sales Organization
knows, that a customer (e.g. Buying Center) wants to invest and does have
budget and considers own company to be chosen. Differentiation Lead /
Qualified Lead / Opportunity Must be consistent with Customer Lifecycle
Process. The process includes inviting customers to events, offer test versions,
tele-marketing calls, and other activities, which generate leads that can be
turned into opportunities.
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Lx.05: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric
a.

Reliability

b.
c.

Value Proposition
Comprehension
On-time communication of
value proposition
Pipeline Value Achievement:
Actual Pipeline/Target
Pipeline

Explanation
a.
b.
c.

% in target group comprehending the value proposition
(survey)
Value proposition communicated according to schedule.
Measure delays.
% of accepted pipeline achievement

Responsiveness

a. Value prop communication
cycle time
b. Lead generation cycle time

a. Time to execute the communication of a value
proposition to the market
•
All target groups reached
•
In sufficient numbers: % of participants
b. Average Time to Generate Leads

Agility

Time to start and execute value
prop communication when it was
not planned or needs to be
changed

Time to change the planned communication of a
value proposition to incorporate either omission or
improvement detected during the process.

Process Cost

a. Cost of Marketing campaigns
b. Cost per lead

Cost of communicating value proposition and
generating leads

Assets
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Lx.06 Ensure first sales
Definition

 Select first potential buyers and ensure that they subscribe.
Input

 Lx.05 Leads
 CCOR: Opportunities
Output

 CCOR: Approved customers
 Lx.7: Initial market success
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Lx.06 Ensure first sales
Best Practices

 Support sales activities
 Carefully select best customers to ensure that they have the capabilities
needed to benefit from the product: Skills, technical stack, etc.
Notes

 Contracting customers is key to market adoption and gaining market share
 Ensuring first sales includes supporting the proof of customer value.
 More accurately, this process is about committing users to apply the product
or offering to their needs.
–
–
–
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In most cases this is about closing a deal with a buyer. Buyers and users are not
always identical; in that case the buyer commits the users.
Unless the product is for free, the commitment goes along with some kind of
buyer promise to pay for the product or offering.
In many industries the sales cycle is not complete until corresponding revenues
are recognized legally. Provision of test versions of an otherwise commercial
product does not qualify as deal closing. For free-of-charge products, it hasn’t
been defined, yet, by when a user has been committed.
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Lx.06: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Pipeline Achievement:
Actual Sales /Target Sales

% of pipeline achievement

Responsiveness

Sales cycle time

Average Time to a sales opportunity spends in the
pipeline

Agility

Change cycle time for deal
closing

Time to change the planned deal closing to
incorporate either omission or improvement
detected during the process.

Process Cost

Cost per prospect

Assets
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Lx.7 Validate Satisfaction of first
customers
Definition

 The process of validating satisfaction with the first customers, supporting
them, and triggering fixes.
Input

 CCOR, SCOR: List of first customers who start using the new offering
Output

 Lx.10, R2.4: First customer feedback
Best Practices

 Coaching for first customers. Make sure that first customers understand
the time, for which special coaching is available.
 Independent research into User acceptance of the product or service and
attainment prescribed levels of acceptability and consistency within the
originally targeted market segments
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Lx.7: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<not defined>

Responsiveness

Satisfaction validation Cycle
Average time to perform a Satisfaction validation
Time

Agility

Cycle time for satisfaction
validation reestablished and
sustained in 30 days

Process Cost

Costs for Satisfaction
validation

Assets

<not defined>
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Explanation

Cycle time for Satisfaction validation reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.
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Lx.8 Scale production & operations to volume
Definition

 The process of scaling production and operations to target volume,
effectively ensuring field readiness, manufacturing readiness, and support
readiness.
Input

 Lx.6 Initial market success
 CCOR: Field readiness, Support readiness
 SCOR: Manufacturing readiness
Output

 .
Best Practices

 Obtain stakeholder sign-off
 Ensure that the IT systems for supply chain management, CRM, etc. allow
selling, marketing, servicing, and executing product support
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Lx.8 Scale production & operations to volume
Notes:

 Target volume to be defined per lifecycle stage. Example: Scaling from the
initial test market of 1 city to the national market
 Scale to full commercial production and operations
 Ensure field readiness  CCOR
 Manufacturing readiness  SCOR
 Support readiness
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Lx.8: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect scale-up

Scale-up completed with operations at target volume
on time.

Responsiveness

Scale-up Cycle Time

Average time to perform a scale-up

Agility
Process Cost
Assets
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Cycle time for scale-up
reestablished and sustained
in 30 days
Costs for scale-up
<not defined>
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Cycle time for scale-up reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.
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Lx.9 Win user references
Definition

 The process of selecting, convincing, approving, and contractually signingup customers as references.
Input

 P4.4 (Establish Launch Plan): Target market segments, promotional plan
Output

 Success stories
Best Practices

 Tactics regarding creation of active references: Move from technical to
business-value references
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Lx.9 Win user references
Notes:

 A reference program showcases successful customer Projects and
explains the benefits which were achieved from product use. Customer
Selection for referral program should be relevant to target markets.
 User success story: A user testifies value he gained from usage and allows
to use his statement for winning new customers.
 Product perceived as valuable
 Promote the company brand as a thought leader and innovator. Gain
Visibility and positive Exposure inside and outside the Organization and
across all Stakeholders and Actors in the Market.
 This helps us to get into the next adoption stage in the early product
lifecycle
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Lx.9: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

Achievement of References
in Target Market

Responsiveness

Average time from
productive usage to active
reference

Agility

Change cycle time for user
success stories

Process Cost

Process Costs for Winning
and Setting up Customer
Reference

Assets
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Explanation

Time to change a success story target
market after operations for collection have
started [Sum of update cycle times]/[Total
number of events]. Update cycle time = time
between receipt of change requirements and
release of the revised schedule to operations

Process Elements for LAUNCH
Established LAUNCH

Adjacent LAUNCH

Disruptive LAUNCH

Schedule LAUNCH Activities

Setup LAUNCH organization,
adjust processes, and prepare
resources

Create LAUNCH organization,
define processes, and prepare
resources

Announce product release and publish pricelist
Ramp-up production & operations

Trigger production & operations start-up

Transfer product knowledge

Transfer market and product knowledge

Communicate value and generate leads
Ensure first sales
Validate Satisfaction of first customers
Scale production & operations to volume
Win user references
Sign-off Launch
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Lx.10 Sign-off Launch
Definition

 The process of handing over the product to sustaining operations
 The process of reviewing and accepting Launch financials and results
including any recent modifications and revisions to profitability and revenue
projections resulting from Launch experiences.
Input

 Lx.6 Initial sales
 Lx.7 First customer feedback
 Lx.9 Success stories
Output

 Launched product
Best Practices

 CFO review
 Maintain a checklist of outstanding items necessary to finalize the Launch
process
 Post Mortem review of the Launch and Lessons Learned
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Lx.9: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

Achievement of References
in Target Market

Responsiveness

Average time from
productive usage to active
reference

Agility

Change cycle time for user
success stories

Process Cost

Process Costs for Winning
and Setting up Customer
Reference

Assets
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Explanation

Time to change a success story target
market after operations for collection have
started [Sum of update cycle times]/[Total
number of events]. Update cycle time = time
between receipt of change requirements and
release of the revised schedule to operations

Revise

R: Revise
Definition
The processes associated with collecting and channeling market feedback in order to identify weaknesses and threats, which prevent
market adoption, or to identify opportunities to improve market adoption.
Note
The Revise process collects and channels all market feedback. Feedback can be positive or negative. It can come from all kinds of internal
and external stakeholders: Customers and users, employees, analysts, the press, research, and government institutions. Feedback can
result from tests and evaluations, a complaint, a critique, or an idea for improvement of the product or the innovation processes.
The Revise process receives the feedback, cleanses and aggregates it, and channels it as input to the appropriate process.
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Content of REVISE
Control loop regarding 3 areas

 Who buys and who uses our offering?  Market segments
 What do they need, why do they buy?  Buyer and user needs
 Is the offering a good deal for the buyer/user?  Value for the price,
discounts
General scope of Revise

 Receive analyses on past and forecasts on future behaviour
–
–

E.g.: Buyer and user needs:

Only 2% of all Ferrari customers order a manual transmission, 98% order a dual-clutch automated
transmission. Result: The new Ferrari generation does not offer the manual transmission option.

 Get internal and external feedback
–
–
–
–
–

Internal: Actual support cost higher than anticipated
External, from anybody in the Market
Users, buyers
Analysts, Press, Blogs, Sentiment Analysis
E.g., Complaints, service requests

Output of Revise is aggregated feedback, channeled to the right stakeholders

 Output to matching processes in Plan, Ideate, Develop, Launch
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R1 Collect Feedback on Market
Segments
Definition
The process of collecting and channeling feedback on market segments, on profiles of buyers or users, their demography, their role in the
product lifecycle, and on their buying behavior and potential in order to improve market adoption.
Notes
Illustration on the kind of feedback procured:

 Who were, are, and will be our customers or users?
 Is the demography different from what we expected?
 Where are we in the lifecycle curve? Do we sell to innovators, early
adopters, the early majority?
 How much has the product been sold by market segment?
 What kind of support was actually used in every market segment?
 In what geographies does the product sell?
 Regulatory feedback
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R2 Collect Feedback on User Needs
and needs from other stakeholders
Definition
The process of collecting and channeling feedback on customer and user needs, on how an offering matches those needs, or on ways users apply the product, in order to
identify barriers to market adoption or improve it. Feedback may arrive solicited or unsolicited.
Notes
Illustration on the kind of feedback procured:
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What do buyers or users need and how does our offering fulfill them?
Do we reach our customers and users with the sales channels selected?
Is the packaging right?
What characteristics or features, what combination of characteristics of the offering, of
our marketing message, our packaging, our service, etc. do they use, what do the
ignore, what do they expect?
Compare to competing offerings
What offerings do they need or expect in the future?
How do they use the product? In the intended way, for the intended purpose?
What complementary services do the need?
What support was high or low in demand?
Unsolicited or solicited feedback
Regulatory feedback
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R3 Collect Feedback on Price
Definition
The process of collecting and channeling feedback on the product’s value in exchange, on a customer’s TCO and lifetime costs in order to
determine the best price or discounts. Feedback may arrive solicited or unsolicited.
Notes
Illustration on the kind of feedback procured:
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What is the product’s value in exchange?
What are the discounts we need to give?
What is the street price?
What are the lifetime costs for the user?
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Rx: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect feedback gathering

% of feedbacks gathered from the correct target group
within the defined time horizon, forwarded to the
correct recipient and documented according to
standards.

Responsiveness

Feedback gathering cycle
time

Average time for process execution

Agility

Feedback gathering cycle
time reestablished and
sustained in 30 days

Feedback gathering cycle time reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days, including feedback receipt, enrichment, and
channeling.

Process Cost

Feedback gathering cost

Assets

(none identified)
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Process Elements for REVISE
Gather Feedback on
Market Segments

Gather Feedback on User
Needs

Gather Feedback on Price

Trigger feedback
Receive feedback

Receive user feedback

Receive feedback

Receive non-user
feedback
Ensure completeness of the feedback and review the impact
Channel feedback
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Rx.1 Trigger feedback
Definition
The process of triggering feedback from a defined target group on

 current or future market segments (R1.1)
 offerings (R2.1)
 pricing (R3.1)
and setting up the infrastructure for receiving, processing, and channeling
feedback.
Input

 Ix.2, Ix.3, Ix.5, Ix.6, Ix.7, Ix.10, Dx.2, Dx.3, Dx.5: Feedback need
Output

 Stakeholder: Feedback request
Best Practices
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Feedback campaigns
Expert broadcasting
Feedback competitions
Align target group for feedback with current or future market segments
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Rx.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect feedback trigger

% of feedback requests issued to the correct target
group within the defined time horizon, documented
according to standards, and with the required
infrastructure operational.

Responsiveness

Feedback trigger cycle time

Average time to issue feedback requests

Agility

Feedback trigger cycle time
reestablished and sustained
in 30 days

Feedback trigger cycle time reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.

Process Cost

Feedback trigger cost

Assets

(none identified)
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Process Elements for REVISE
Gather Feedback on
Market Segments

Gather Feedback on User
Needs

Gather Feedback on Price

Trigger feedback
Receive feedback

Receive user feedback

Receive feedback

Receive non-user
feedback
Ensure completeness of the feedback and review the impact
Channel feedback
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R1.2, R3.2 Receive feedback
Definition
The process of receiving feedback from a defined target group on

 current or future market segments (R1.2)
 pricing (R3.2)
and making the feedback available for further processing. This includes
both, solicited and unsolicited feedback.
Input

 Stakeholder: Feedback
Output

 Feedback
Best Practices

 Use eco-system for getting feedback
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R2.2 Receive User Feedback
R2.3 Receive Non-User Feedback
Definition

The process of receiving feedback on offerings from
 Users and user communities (R2.2)
 Other internal and external stakeholders such as regulatory bodies, analysts,
universities, supply chain management, and sales management (R2.3)
and making the feedback available for further processing. This includes
both, solicited and unsolicited feedback.
Input

 Stakeholder: Feedback
Output

 Raw Feedback
Best Practices

 Use feedback management systems such as idea management systems
 Open and closed communities of customers, users, etc.
 Use eco-system for getting feedback
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Rx.2: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Perfect feedback receipt

% of feedback received from the correct target group
within the defined time horizon, and documented
according to standards.

Responsiveness

Feedback receipt cycle time

Average time to receive feedback

Agility

Feedback receipt cycle time
reestablished and sustained
in 30 days

Feedback receipt cycle time reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.

Process Cost

Feedback receipt cost

Assets

(none identified)
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Process Elements for REVISE
Gather Feedback on
Market Segments

Gather Feedback on User
Needs

Gather Feedback on Price

Trigger feedback
Receive feedback

Receive user feedback

Receive feedback

Receive non-user
feedback
Ensure completeness of the feedback and review the impact
Channel feedback
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Rx.4 Ensure completeness of the
feedback and review the impact
Definition

The process of ensuring the completeness of feedback and reviewing its
impact. This includes both, solicited and unsolicited feedback.

Input

 Raw Feedback
Output

 Complete and reviewed feedback
Best Practices

 Use feedback management systems such as idea management systems
Notes

Ensuring completeness includes

– Preliminary assessment of the feedback
– Preliminary validation of the feedback
– Processing of comments and votings on the original feedback, linking to
related feedback,
– Splitting and combining of ideas, clustering, classification, tagging, and
grouping of feedback.
– Elimination of duplicates.
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Rx.4: KPIs
Performance
Attribute
Reliability

Metric

Explanation

(none identified)

Responsiveness

Cycle time ensuring
completeness of the
feedback and reviewing the
impact

Average time for ensuring completeness of the
feedback and reviewing the impact

Agility

Cycle time for ensuring
completeness of the
feedback and reviewing the
impact, reestablished and
sustained in 30 days

Cycle time for ensuring completeness of the feedback
and reviewing the impact, reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.

Process Cost

Cost for ensuring
completeness of the
feedback and reviewing the
impact

Assets

(none identified)
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Process Elements for REVISE
Gather Feedback on
Market Segments

Gather Feedback on User
Needs

Gather Feedback on Price

Trigger feedback
Receive feedback

Receive user feedback

Receive feedback

Receive non-user
feedback
Ensure completeness of the feedback and review the impact
Channel feedback
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Rx.5 Channel feedback
Definition
The process of determining the appropriate receivers and channeling the feedback to them so they act upon it.
Input

 Complete and reviewed feedback
Output

 Ix, Dx, Gx, SCOR, DCOR, MCOR: Complete and reviewed feedback
Best Practices

 Use feedback management systems such as idea management systems
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Rx.5: KPIs
Performance
Attribute
Reliability

Metric

Explanation

(none identified)

Responsiveness

Cycle time for channeling
feedback

Average time for channeling feedback

Agility

Cycle time for channeling
feedback reestablished and
sustained in 30 days

Cycle time for channeling feedback reestablished
and sustained for increased feedback volumes given
30 days.

Process Cost

Cost for channeling
feedback

Assets

(none identified)
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Enable

E: Enable
Definition
The processes associated with establishing, maintaining and monitoring information, relationships, resources, assets, business rules,
compliance and contracts required to operate product and portfolio management. Enable processes support the realization and
governance of the planning and execution processes of product and portfolio management.
Enable processes interact with processes in other domains (for example: Financial processes, HR (Human Resource) processes, I(C)T
(Information, Communication & Technology) processes, facilities management processes, supply chain management processes, product
and process design processes and sales and support processes).
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Enable Hierarchy
pE1

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Business Rules

pE2

Manage Performance

pE3

Manage Data and Information

pE4

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Human Resources

pE5

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Assets

pE6

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Contracts

pE7

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Eco-System

pE8

Manage Regulatory Compliance

pE9

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Risk
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E: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

<None identified>

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Total Cost to Serve
Planning Cost
Ideate Cost
Develop Cost
Launch Cost
Revise Cost

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied from sE in SCOR 11

pE1: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Business Rules
Definition
The process of establishing, documenting, communicating and publishing Product and Portfolio Management business rules. A business
rule is a statement or parameter that defines or constrains some aspect of the business and is generally used in decision making. Business
rules are intended to influence the outcomes of operating Product and Portfolio Management . Business rules can apply to people,
processes, corporate behavior and computing systems in an organization, and are put in place to help the organization achieve its goals.
An example business rule may state "no returns accepted without a return authorization". Types of Product and Portfolio Management
business rules include:
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Performance goals
Planning rules such as frequency, horizon and level of plans
Sourcing rules such as approved suppliers, blacklisted suppliers
Documentation standards, equipment maintenance rules
Approved marketing agencies, service providers
Rules for handling new ideas and approval standards for ideas and
concepts
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pE1: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Business Rules
Notes
pE1 Manage Business Rules generally does not develop policies, it translates policies into business rules applied to product management
processes.
Best Practices
Business Rule Management
Supplier Evaluation using Robust Evaluation Tool
Document Management System
Business Rule Review
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pE1 Hierarchy
pE1.1

Gather Business Rule Requirements

pE1.2

Interpret Business Rule Requirement

pE1.3

Document Business Rule

pE1.4

Communicate Business Rule

pE1.5

Release/Publish Business Rule

pE1.6

Retire Business Rule
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pE1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Business Rules for PLAN Processes Cycle Time
Manage Business Rules for REVISE Processes Cycle Time
Manage LAUNCH Business Rules Cycle Time
Manage DEVELOP Rules Cycle Time
Manage IDEATE Business Rules Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Planning GRC and Overhead Cost
Ideating GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost
Developing GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost
Launching GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE1.1: Gather Business Rule
Requirements
Definition
The process of collecting, organizing, prioritizing and scheduling policies and directives requiring new product and portfolio management
business rules, changes to business rules or discontinuation of business rules. This may include scheduling and assigning activities to
responsible individuals, groups or organizations.
Practices
Business Rule Management
Document Management System
Workflow Automation
Input
pE6.7 Business Rule Changes
pE9.5 Risk Mitigation Plan
pE8.4 Regulatory Directives
pE9.5 Risk Mitigation Plan
Output
pE1.2 Directive
pE1.2 Policy
pE1.2 Regulatory Directive
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pE1.2: Interpret Business Rule
Requirement
Definition
The process of determining how the policy or directive impacts product management processes, technology and business rules. This
includes reviewing existing business rules and determining the need to add, change or delete business rules. The outcome is one or more
of the following:

 Request to Add a Business Rule
 Request to Change a Business Rule
 Request to Delete or Archive a Business Rule

The purpose of this step is to identify the type of activities required and routing the request if required.
Practices
Workflow Automation
Input
pE1.1 Directive
pE1.1 Policy
pE1.1 Regulatory Directive
Output
pE1.3 ‘Add Business Rule‘ Request
pE1.3 'Change Business Rule‘ Request
pE1.3 'Delete/Archive Business Rule' Request
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pE1.3: Document Business Rule
Definition
The process of writing the business rule in the appropriate system of record. This includes adding, editing and deleting policy and process
documentation. A business rule includes a directive or policy, scope and effective date. Updates to existing business rules may include
discontinuation information.
The final activity of Document Business Rule is obtaining formal approval. The output of this process step is a fully documented business
rule that is signed off by the responsible function.
Practices
Document Management System
Workflow Automation
Input
pE1.2 ‘Add Business Rule‘ Request
pE1.2 'Change Business Rule‘ Request
pE1.2 'Delete/Archive Business Rule' Request
Output
pE1.4 Approved Business Rule
pE3.1 Business Rule Data Maintenance Request
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pE1.4: Communicate Business Rule
Definition
The process of creating awareness in the relevant organization and/or staff of the upcoming changes. This may include communications,
training and education programs. For small or incremental changes a notice maybe sufficient.
Practices
Document Management System
Workflow Automation
Input
pE1.3 Approved Business Rule
Output
pE1.5 Approved Business Rule
pE1.6 Rule Replacement Notification
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pE1.5: Release/Publish Business
Rule
Definition
The process of activating the business rule. Business rules release may be time-phased --e.g. Product specification release for newer
revisions. This may include activation of a business rule in a software algorithm and starting to use a new or updated standard operating
procedure. For large impact business rule changes this may include updating external websites, formal announcements, etc.
Practices
Document Management System
Workflow Automation
Input
pE1.4 Approved Business Rule
pE8.6 Publish Business Rule Request
Output
pE3.5 Business Rule Publish Request
pR2.2, pR2.3 Business Rules for Review Processes
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pE1.6: Retire Business Rule
Definition
The process of de-activating the business rule. Business rules retirement may be time-phased --e.g. Product specification replaced by newer
revisions. This may include archiving the business rule in the associated software to avoid users from inadvertently using it or in order to
comply to regulatory requirements or policies.
Practices
Document Management System
Workflow Automation
Input
pE1.4 Rule Replacement Notification
pE8.6 Archive Business Rule Request
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pE2: Manage Performance
Definition
The process of reporting performance, identifying gaps in performance, performing root cause analysis, and developing and launching
corrective actions to close gaps in performance. This process describes all versions of managing Product and Portfolio Management
performance. Example processes include:
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Product and Portfolio Management cost improvement projects
Time-to-market reduction efforts
Customer satisfaction improvement programs
Marketing Campaign performance assessments
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pE2: Manage Performance
Notes
It is common for organizations to have multiple versions of this process in place, in different parts of the organization. At level-3 and 4,
these processes may differ significantly depending on the objectives of each of these manage performance processes.
Best Practices
Performance Management
Continuous Improvement
Project Management
Theory of Constraints
Lean
Process/Metrics Alignment
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pE2 Hierarchy
pE2.1

Initiate Reporting

pE2.2

Analyze Reports

pE2.3

Find Root Causes

pE2.4

Prioritize Root Causes

pE2.5

Develop Corrective Actions

pE2.6

Approve & Launch
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pE2: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Assess Launch Performance Cycle Time
Assess Supplier Performance Cycle Time
Manage Performance of Review Processes Cycle Time
Manage Performance of Product Life Cycle Time
Manage Development Performance Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Planning GRC and Overhead Cost
Ideating GRC, IP and Overhead Cost
Intellectual Property Risk and Compliance Cost
Development GRC, IP and Overhead Cost
Launch GRC, IP and Overhead Cost

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE2.1: Initiate Reporting
Definition
The process of scheduling, running reports, collecting and aggregating performance data. This
includes running standard (pre-defined) reports as well as adhoc reporting. Ad hoc reporting
includes developing a data collection plan and organizing data collection through:
Inspections
Review meetings
Audits
Measurements
Self assessments (e.g. Baldridge Self Assessment)
Note: Today reports may be delivered (pushed) to the user by electronic media. This process
step represents the delivery of reports to the user in such scenarios.
Input
Other: Customer Escalation, Supplier Escalation
pE2.6: Reporting Requirements
pE7.8: Reporting Requirements
pE9.5: Risk Monitoring Requirements
Output
pE2.2: Annual Reports, Daily Reports, Monthly Reports, Quarterly Reports, Weekly Reports
pE3.1: Reporting Data/Access Requirements
pE6.4: Supplier Performance Reports
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pE2.2: Analyze Reports
Definition
The process of reviewing the reported performance. This includes comparing actual performance and trends to targets set for each metric.
Identify metrics that require root cause analysis and notification/scheduling of process owners or 'root cause analysis' resources.
Input
pE2.2: Annual Reports, Daily Reports, Monthly Reports, Quarterly Reports, Weekly Reports
Output
pE2.3: Detailed Performance Gap
pE9.1: Value-At-Risk Reports
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pE2.3: Find Root Causes
Definition
The process of analyzing the gaps in performance. Example root cause finding methods and techniques include:







Adding commentary to reported data
Metrics decomposition using diagnostic relationships of (PLCOR) metrics
Time studies, sampling, audits, reviews
5-Whys/Cause & Effect analysis
Statistical Analysis Techniques: e.g. Histogram, Scatter Plots, ANOVA

All root causes are documented and quantified. Quantification is the calculation or estimation of the relative contribution to the gap in
performance.
Input
pE2.3: Detailed Performance Gap
Output
pE3.1: Analysis Data/Access Requirements
pE2.4: Root Cause
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pE2.4: Prioritize Root Causes
Definition
The process of sorting root causes by relative contribution and prioritizing root causes. This includes assigning root causes to resources and
scheduling development of corrective actions.
Input
pE2.4: Root Cause
Output
pE6.4: Performance Root Causes
pE2.5: Prioritized Root Cause
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pE2.5: Develop Corrective Actions
Definition
The process of identifying, documenting and testing corrective actions to address the root cause in order to close the
performance gap. Corrections actions include:
 Organizational changes (hiring, redeployment)
 Policy changes (business rules)
 Process improvements (work instructions, training)
 Production equipment repairs/calibration
 Eco-System reconfiguration
 Software algorithm changes (e.g. planning or scheduling logic)
 Technology introduction (new equipment, tools, software).
Note: This list of corrective actions is a general characterization for example purposes only. Different root causes may require
different corrective actions.
Input
pE2.4: Prioritized Root Cause
pE7.8: Eco-System Configuration Change
pE4.6: Skills/Resource Change
Output
pE5.1: Capacity/Asset Gap
pE7.1: Capacity/Eco-System Gap
pE2.6: Corrective Action
pE7.1: Eco-System Reconfiguration Opportunity
pE4.1: Skill/Resource Gap
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pE2.6: Approve & Launch
Definition
The process of obtaining approvals, prioritizing, communicating and launching the corrective actions.
Input
pE2.5: Corrective Action
Output
pE2.1: Reporting Requirements
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pE3: Manage Data and Information
Definition
The process of collecting, maintaining and publishing data and information required to plan, operate, measure and manage the product.
Examples of data elements include:

 Customer information - addresses, buying history, customer pricing
(pricelists)
 Supplier information - addresses, whitelists, blacklists
 Product/service information - specifications, pricing
 Marketing information – market segments, buying power, share-of-wallet
 Process configuration information - planning parameters, business rules
Activities include adding, changing and deleting (archiving) information, maintaining user access (grant, revoke) and maintaining availability
of the information (activate/deactivate).
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pE3: Manage Data and Information
Notes
Alternative names: Master Data Management (e.g. Vendor Data Management, Product Master Data Management), CRM
Best Practices
Mobile Access of Information
Data Warehousing/Business Intelligence
Customer Data Line Of Responsibility
Lean
Installed Base
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pE3 Hierarchy
pE3.1

Receive Maintenance Request

pE3.2

Determine/Scope Work

pE3.3

Maintain Content/Code

pE3.4

Maintain Access

pE3.5

Publish Information

pE3.6

Verify Information
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pE3: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Maintain IDEATE Data Cycle Time
Maintain LAUNCH Data Cycle Time
Maintain DEVELOP Data Cycle Time
Maintain PLAN Data Cycle Time
Maintain REVISE Data Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Planning Automation Cost
Ideating Automation Cost
Development Automation Cost
Launch Automation Cost

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE3.1: Receive Maintenance Request
Definition
The process of receiving, validating and logging the request for information, configuration or system functionality maintenance.
Maintenance request types:
 Add data - creation of new record/document (includes duplicating existing records/documents)
 Change data - modification of an existing record/document
 Delete data - deletion of an existing record (includes archiving and unpublishing existing records/documents)
 Change configuration (includes creating and maintaining user access)
 Add code - (includes installing software updates and security updates)
 Change code (modification of software code)
 Delete code
This process may include assigning a ticket, tracking or order number and routing the request to the appropriate resource.

Input
pE2.3: Analysis Data/Access Requirements
pE1.3: Business Rule Data Maintenance Request
pE6.2: Contract Data Maintenance Request
pE3.5: Data Maintenance Request
pE7.8: Information Technology Changes
pE2.1: Reporting Data/Access Requirements
pDx.2: Order Specification Data Change
Output
pE3.2: Maintenance Request
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pE3.2: Determine/Scope Work
Definition
The activities associated with determining the activities required to perform the requested maintenance. The requestor may be contacted
for additional information. Complex requests may be setup as projects with appropriate work breakdown structure, milestones, acceptance
criteria and deliverable schedules. This process may include routing the request to the appropriate resource.
Input
pE3.1: Maintenance Request
Output
pE3.4: Access Rights Change Request
pE3.3: Configuration Change
pE3.3: Data Record Change
Other: IT/Software Projects
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pE3.3: Maintain Content/Code
Definition
The process of formatting, entering, loading, editing or deleting the information, software updates and code changes requested. This includes verification
of changes as needed (unit and integration testing). Typical changes included are:

 Data record maintenance (such as customer master record, distribution
channel)
 Configuration (system parameter) changes (such as activating and disabling
system functionality)
 Loading/installing software updates (e.g. code changes from vendors or
development groups)
 Loading/installing security updates
This process is not a placeholder for complex software engineering processes. Such processes would lay outside of the PLCOR process framework.
Input
pE3.2: Configuration Change
pE3.2: Data Record Change
Output
pE3.4: Access Rights Change Request
pE6.2: Contract Maintenance Complete Notification
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pE3.4: Maintain Access
Definition
The process of establishing, changing or removing access rights for users.
Input
pE3.2: Access Rights Change Request
pE3.3: Access Rights Change Request
Output
pE3.5: Completed Rights Change
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pE3.5: Publish Information
Definition
The process of activating the changes to information, configuration and/or code and populating the information to dependent systems,
where applicable. For data record maintenance this is the activation of the new data and populating dependent systems with the new data.
For example activating a customer record in the system-of-record* and populating the customer record to dependent systems that require
a copy of this data. This process may be manual, automated or a combination.
*system-of-record = the information storage system, which is the authoritative data source for a given data element or piece of information.
Input
pE1.5: Business Rule Publish Request
pE3.5: Completed Rights Change
pE6.3: Contract Activation/Deactivation Trigger
Output
pE3.6: Completed Maintenance Request
pE3.1: Data Maintenance Request
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pE3.6: Verify Information
Definition
The process of verifying the information is properly recorded in the system of record and populated to dependent systems. This includes
verifying information is accessible to users.
Input
pE3.5: Completed Maintenance Request
Output
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pE4: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Human Resources
Definition
The process of developing, governing and maintaining an organization of permanent, temporary and outsourced staff, with the right
qualifications, in support of the business objects and Product and Portfolio Management goals. This includes identifying required and
available skills in the organization, determining gaps in skills and competency levels, identifying training needs, resource gaps and excess
resources.
Note
This is a planning process to ensure staff (capacity) is available at the right levels. The actual training, hiring and redeployment is not part of
this process as those are HR processes.
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pE4: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Human Resources
Best Practices
Cross Functional Teams
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pE4 Hierarchy
pE4.1

Identify Skills/Resource Requirement

pE4.2

Identify Available Skills/Resources

pE4.3

Match Skills/Resources

pE4.4

Determine Hiring/Redeployment

pE4.5

Determine Training/Education

pE4.6

Approve, Prioritize and Launch
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pE4: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Responsiveness

<None identified>

Agility
Process Cost

Planning Labor Cost
Ideate Labor Cost
Development Cost
Launch Labor Cost

Assets

Capacity Utilization
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Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE4.1: Identify Skills/Resource Requirement
Definition
The activities associated with the collection of the required skills to operate (part of) Product and Portfolio Management. Examples of this
process are planning meetings, periodic performance reviews, reorganizations. The data collected should list the required skills and/or
number of resources and is generally organized by entity (Department, function or a combination of these).
Input
pP4.4: Launch Plan
pP3.4: Development Plan
pP5.4: Revise Plan
pE2.5: Skill/Resource Gap
pE7.8: Skill/Resource Changes
pE2.4: Ideate Plan
Output
pE4.3: List of Required Skills/Resources
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pE4.2: Identify Available Skills/Resources
Definition
The activities associated with the collection of skills/resources currently available in Product and Portfolio Management. Generally this
information is collected and organized by entity (line of business, department, function or a combination of these). Examples of this process
include data collection for standard headcount reports, but should include temporary staff and outsourced resources.
Input
pE4.3: Request for Skills/Resource Data
Output
pE4.3: List of Available Skills/Resources
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pE4.3: Match Skills/Resources
Definition
The activities associated with the matching of skills or resource demand with the available skills/resources.
The purpose of this process is to determine which skill/resource requirements (demand) can be met using
existing resources, determine which skill/resource requirements are not supported by current available
skills/resources (gap) and determine the skills/resources for which no demand exists (excess). For each
skill/resource gap or excess, one or more actions need to be identified to close the gap or address the excess:
 Training/Cross-training (add skills to existing resources)
 Hiring (add resources with existing skills)
 Redeployment (moving staff to different organizations or layoff)
It is important to consider the lead-time of these actions, scarce skills may have longer leadtimes for example.
Hiring includes temporary workers and all types of outsourced staff.
Input
pE4.4: Hiring Plan
pE4.2: List of Available Skills/Resources
pE4.1: List of Required Skills/Resources
pE4.4: Redeployment Plan
pE4.5: Training Plan
Output
pE4.4: Proposed Staffing Plan
pE4.6: Proposed Training Plan
pE4.2: Request for Skills/Resource Data
pE4.4: Skills/Resource Gap
pE4.5: Skills/Resource Gap
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pE4.4: Determine Hiring/Redeployment
Definition
The activities associated with identification of sources of new hires or sources/destinations for redeployment. The purpose of this process
step includes assessing the feasibility of hiring the required skills/resources within the required time period, assessing the feasibility of
redeploying the excess employees (resources) and assessing the feasibility and impact of possible layoff of employees.
Note: At this stage this is a planning activity. The actual hiring process is not documented in PLCOR as this is a Human Resources
Management (HR) process. Employee in this context includes temporary workers and employees of service providers.
Input
Other: Budget - Salaries
pE4.2: List of Available Skills/Resources
pE4.3: Skills/Resource Gap
Output
pE4.3: Hiring Plan
pE4.3: Redeployment Plan
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pE4.5: Determine Training/Education
Definition
The activities associated with the identification of training and education programs to ensure existing (and newly hired) employees will have
the appropriate skills to perform the work allocated to each individual employee. Employee in this definition may include temporary workers
and employees of service providers.
Input
Other: Budget - Training
pE4.3: Skills/Resource Gap
Output
pE4.3: Training Plan
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pE4.6: Approve, Prioritize and Launch
Definition
The activities associated with obtaining approvals for hiring, redeployment, training and education plans, prioritizing and executing these
plans. Additional resources and skills will become available over time, adjusting the labor component of capacity in Plan, Ideate, Develop,
Launch, Revise and/or Enable processes.
Input
pE4.3: Training Plan
pE4.3: Staffing Plan
Output
pP2.1, pP3.1, pP4.1, pP5.1: (Approved) Staffing Plan
pE2.5: Skills/Resource Change
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pE5: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Assets
Definition
The process of scheduling, maintaining and dispositioning of product and portfolio management assets that operate product and portfolio
management processes. This includes repair, alteration, calibration and other miscellaneous items to maintain capabilities as well as
management of IP.
Discussion
This is more of a scheduling process to ensure assets (capacity) is available at the right levels at the right time. The actual maintenance,
etc. processes are described using standard SCOR processes. For example: The process to perform routine maintenance on a truck is
described using Return MRO and/or Make processes.
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pE5: Manage Product and Portfolio Management
Assets
Best Practices
Facility Master Planning
Predictive Maintenance
Vendor Managed Inventory (VMI)
Identification of Obsolete Capital Assets
Total Preventative Maintenance Program
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pE5 Hierarchy
pE5.1

Schedule Asset Management Activities

pE5.2

Take Asset Off-line

pE5.3

Take Asset Off-line

pE5.4

Install and Configure

pE5.5

Clean, Maintain and Repair

pE5.6

Decommission and Dispose

pE5.7

Inspect Maintenance

pE5.8

Reinstate Asset
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pE5: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Responsiveness

Manage Product and Portfolio Management Capital Assets Cycle Time

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Planning Property, Plant and Equipment Cost
Ideate Property, Plant and Equipment Cost
Develop Property, Plant and Equipment Cost
Launch Property, Plant and Equipment Cost
Revise Property, Plant and Equipment Cost

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Assets

Capacity Utilization

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11
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pE5.1: Schedule Asset Management Activities
Definition
The activities associated with receiving maintenance requests, receiving repair/replacement/installation requests, maintaining
preventive/regular maintenance tasks, scheduling individual maintenance tasks and assigning resources to individual maintenance tasks.
Scheduling may include incorporating developing and launch plans and schedules and communication of maintenance schedules to
development and launch planning and scheduling processes.
Input
pE7.8: Approved Asset Changes
pE2.5: Capacity/Asset Gap
dI1.7: Equipment Changes
pE5.2, pE5.3, pE5.4, pE5.5, pE5.6, pE5.7, pE5.8: Work Order Status
Output
p E5.2 : Work Order
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pE5.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

<None identified>

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets

Capacity Utilization
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE5.2: Take Asset Off-line
Definition
The activities associated with the preparation of the maintenance tasks. In general terms this means the asset or equipment needs to be
stopped or put into maintenance mode. Safety precautions need to be made to ensure the equipment cannot be restarted during
maintenance without active approval of the maintenance operators/engineers. This may include installing safety barriers, transporting the
asset/equipment to a location where the maintenance will take place, removing deposits/materials from equipment (cleaning), unloading
transportation equipment and backing up data from the equipment and associated automation systems.
Input
pE5.1: Work Order
Output
p E5.3 : Work Order
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.2: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Capital Assets Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE5.3: Inspect and Troubleshoot
Definition
The activities associated with assessing the overall status of the equipment, performing standard inspection and detailed troubleshooting if
required. This includes identification of repairs, upgrades, and maintenance tasks in order to bring the asset/equipment in optimal or
acceptable working condition. This process may be the identification of readiness for installing new hardware or software and preparing
(documenting) the steps of decommissioning and dispositioning for equipment/assets installation or de-installation and disposal.
Input
pE5.2: Work Order
Output
pE5.4, pE5.5, pE5.6: Work Order
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.3: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Capital Assets Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE5.4: Install and Configure
Definition
The activities associated with the installation of new hardware, software or functionality (equipment/assets). This includes installation and
initial testing of the new hardware, software or functionality. The general purpose of installation is to increase capacity or add/improve
capabilities.
Input
pE5.3: Work Order
pE5.7: Identified Failure/Correction
Output
pE5.7: Work Order
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.4: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Capital Assets Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE5.5: Clean, Maintain and Repair
Definition
The activities associated with the cleaning, replacement of parts, reconditioning of the equipment/asset. (The general purpose of this
process step is to bring the equipment/asset back in optimal/acceptable operating condition). This may include measuring and testing of
the equipment.
Input
pE5.3: Work Order
pE5.7: Identified Failure/Correction
Output
sSR2.1: MRO Part/Component/Product
pE5.7: Work Order
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.5: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Capital Assets Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE5.6: Decommission and Dispose
Definition
The activities associated with the de-installation and disposal of existing hardware, software or functionality (equipment/assets). This
includes physical removal from the original point of use. The general purpose of installation is to replace capacity or remove outdated
capabilities.
Input
pE5.3: Work Order
Output
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.7: Inspect Maintenance
Definition
The activities associated with the inspection of the maintenance work performed. This may include performing test runs to assess whether
new capacity or functionality is meeting expectations. This includes documentation of any inspection data, recording any inspection errors
and obtaining approvals. The purpose of Inspect Maintenance is to verify the effectiveness/success of the maintenance activities.
Input
pE5.4, pE5.5 : Work Order
Output
pE5.4, pE5.5:Identified Failure/Correction
pE5.8: Work Order
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.7: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Capital Assets Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE5.8: Reinstate Asset
Definition
The activities associated with completion of the maintenance work and preparing the equipment/asset to be brought 'on-line'. The general
purpose of this process step is to make the asset available for 'production' (add to capacity). This includes closing work orders and receiving
and approving payment of invoices for work performed by external resources. Upon completion of this process step the asset is expected to
be in full working condition.
Input
pE5.7: Work Order
Output
pE7.8: Completed Work Order
pE5.1: Work Order Status
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pE5.8: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Capital Assets Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE6: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Contracts
Definition
The management and communication of contractual agreements in support of business objectives and product and portfolio management
goals. This includes all contractual agreements related to product and portfolio management operations, including: Intellectual property,
material acquisitions, contracts for services such as product development, market research, advertising, temporary staff, IT services,
transportation and lease of buildings and equipment, service providers and customer contracts.
Notes:
The identification and selection of suppliers and contract negotiations reside in DCOR processes (and partially in sS3). Customer pursuit
and closing customer contracts reside in CCOR processes.
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pE6: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Assets
Best Practices
Regular Review of Procurement Terms and Conditions
Long Term Supplier Agreement/Partnership
Lean
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pE6 Hierarchy
pE6.1

Receive Contract/Contract Updates

pE6.2

Enter and Distribute Contract

pE6.3

Activate/Archive Contract

pE6.4

Review Contractual Performance

pE6.5

Identify Performance Issues/Opportunities

pE6.6

Identify Resolutions/Improvements

pE6.7

Select, Prioritize and Distribute Resolutions
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pE6: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Responsiveness

Manage Supplier Agreements Cycle Time

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Material Landed Cost
Purchased Materials Cost
Material Transportation Cost
Material Risk and Compliance Cost
Transportation Cost

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Assets

Days Sales Outstanding
Days Payable Outstanding

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11
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pE6.1: Receive Contract/Contract
Updates
Definition
The activities associated with receiving new contracts or changes to existing contracts. These contract updates may originate in product
and portfolio management processes, Sales & Support processes (customer contracts) or in Product and Process Design processes (for
material supplier or services providers such as transportation services, equipment maintenance services, IT services). This includes
validation of contracts against criteria (business rules). A contract needs to include information such as effective date and duration,
customer or supplier address and payment terms and may not be in conflict with business rules (and regulatory requirements).
Input
pE7.8: Approved Contract Changes
dI1.7, dI2.8, dI3.8: Contract
pE6.7: Contract Changes
dI1.7, dI2.8, dI3.8: Contract Update
Output
pE6.3: Contract Activation Request, Contract Archiving Request
pE6.2: Validated Contract/Contract Changes
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pE6.2: Enter and Distribute Contract
Definition
The activities associated with entering contractual information in document management systems and ERP systems. This includes the
'translation' of contractual language/information into a format that the system can comprehend. A final step in this process is to distribute
the contract or updates to an existing contract to the appropriate processes/functions.
Input
pE3.3: Contract Maintenance Complete Notification
pE6.1: Validated Contract/Contract Changes
Output
pE3.1: Contract Data Maintenance Request
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pE6.3: Activate/Archive Contract
Definition
The activities associated with activation or de-activation and archiving the contract. This may include updating statuses of information in
document management systems or ERP systems. This activity may be triggered and performed by the document management system or
ERP system based on parameters entered as part of pE6.2 Enter and Distribute Contract.
Input
pE6.1: Contract Activation Request
pE6.1: Contract Archiving Request
Output
pE3.5: Contract Activiation/Deactivation Trigger
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pE6.4: Review Contractual Performance
Definition
The activities associated with reviewing the performance of contractual parties (both supplier and customer). This includes comparing the
contractual service level agreements with the actual service levels. This process may be triggered by a calendar event - such as annual or
quarterly quality reviews or actual performance issues identified in daily product and portfolio management processes.
Input
pE2.4: Performance Root Causes
pE2.1: Supplier Performance Reports
Output
pE6.5: Areas of Concern, Areas of Opportunity
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pE6.5: Identify Performance Issues/Opportunities
Definition
The activities associated with identifying and prioritization of key performance issues or areas of ongoing process improvement. This
includes notifying contractual partners of non-conformance to contractual agreements or agreed service level agreements. This process
addresses both the noncompliance issues (severe) as well as areas of continuous improvement (non-severe, common interest).
Input
pE6.4: Areas of Concern, Areas of Opportunity
Output
pE6.6: Improvement Opportunity, Non-conformance Issue
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pE6.6: Identify Resolutions/Improvements
Definition
The activities associated with identifying ways to address the non-compliance or how to implement performance improvements. For noncompliance this process may have one or a combination of
Outcomes:






Terminate the contract
Pay/Collect Penalties
Update contract (service levels, quality levels, terms and conditions)
Continue as-is (internal process, policy or business rule changes)

Litigation or mediation may be considered in this process. Litigation or mediation is not part of product and portfolio management
processes.
Input
pE6.5: Improvement Opportunity, Non-conformance Issue
Output
pE6.7: Improvements, Resolutions
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pE6.7: Select, Prioritize and
Distribute Resolutions
Definition
The activities associated with selecting, obtaining approvals and prioritizing the appropriate issue resolution and distributing the resolution
to the appropriate processes/functions.
Litigation or mediation may be the result of decisions made in this process. Litigation or mediation is not part of product and portfolio
management processes.
Input
pE6.6: Improvements, Resolutions
Output
dI1.1: Alternative Supplier Request
pE1.1: Business Rule Changes
pE6.1: Contract Changes
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pE7: Manage Product and Portfolio
Management Eco-System
Definition
The process of developing, governing and maintaining a network of product and portfolio management assets (locations, plants, buildings,
equipment, people and processes) that support the planning, ideation, developing, launching, and revising of products and services in
support of the business objectives and product and portfolio management goals.
Best Practices
Theory of Constraints
Vendor Collaboration
Standard Operating Procedures
Lean
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pE7 Hierarchy
pE7.1

Select Scope and Organization

pE7.2

Gather Input and Data

pE7.3

Develop Scenarios

pE7.4

Model/Simulate Scenarios

pE7.5

Project Impact

pE7.6

Select and Approve

pE7.7

Develop Change Program

pE7.8

Launch Change Program
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pE7: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Explanation

Reliability

Forecast Accuracy

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Responsiveness

Manage Planning Configuration Cycle Time
Manage Development Network Cycle Time
Manage Return Network Configuration Cycle Time
Manage Ideate Network Configuration Cycle Time
Manage Launch Network Configuration Cycle Time

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Material Landed Cost

Assets

<None identified>
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Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE7.1: Select Scope and Organization
Definition
The activities associated with determining what part of the eco-system will be assessed (the scope). Organizations that manage the ecosystem as a project structure will need to establish a project organization. Organization selection includes identification and securing
availability of sponsor, stakeholders and data/information providers as well as selecting project team members.
Input
pE2.5: Capacity/Network Gap, Network Reconfiguration Opportunity
pP1.3: Product and Portfolio Management Capacity Requirement
Output
pE7.2: Project Charter
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pE7.2: Gather Input and Data
Definition
The activities associated with identification of the objective of the product or portfolio ('what strategy does the product or portfolio need to
support') and collection of data required to describe (model) the product or portfolio at the required level. Data collected includes: product
development and launch costs, capacity and market channels, marketing and advertising cost, capacity and lead times, and market
segments.
Input
pE7.1: Project Charter
Output
pE7.3: Project Charter
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pE7.3: Develop Scenarios
Definition
The activities associated with the development of scenarios (what-if) in support of different strategies and projections. Scenarios may be
developed for different detailed strategies, requirements and potential internal/external changes. Activities include management interview,
channel partner studies, and external service provider studies. Initial review of developed scenarios may result in rejection of the scenario
or proceeding to simulation.
Input
pE7.2: Project Charter
Output
pE7.4: Defined What-if Scenario
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pE7.4: Model/Simulate Scenarios
Definition
The activities associated with the development of models and/or simulation models to run 'what-if‘ scenarios through a validation process.
Simulation models may use automation, but conference room pilots or walk-throughs may also serve this purpose. The purpose of
simulation is to validate feasibility of each scenario and find possible network/process design flaws. Automated simulation tools may also
predict the performance of the new network/processes by simulating the processing of large numbers of new products or product launches.
Input
pE7.3: Defined What-if Scenario
Output
pE7.5: Tested What-if Scenario
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pE7.5: Project Impact
Definition
The activities associated with estimating the effort, risks, results of implementing the scenario. Effort includes the estimating the risks and
duration and the funding, staffing and skills required for implementing the scenario. Risks includes estimating the impact on the Value-atRisk for the product or portfolio. Results includes determining the changes to the performance of the product or portfolio on all relevant
metrics.
Input
pE7.4: Tested What-if Scenario
Output
pE7.6: Documented Change Proposals
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pE7.6: Select and Approve
Definition
The activities associated with recommending and obtaining approvals for proposed product or portfolio eco-system changes. This includes
reviewing the 'what-if' scenarios and impact/benefit results with key stakeholders. The objective of this process is to identify the optimal
solution and present this recommendation to sponsor and stakeholders and obtain approval to develop eco-system change program.
Input
pE7.5: Documented Change Proposals
Output
pE7.7: Proposed & Approved Changes
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pE7.7: Develop Change Program
Definition
The activities associated with developing the roadmap for change. This includes identifying the steps (or projects) required to implement
changes to facilities, contracted parties, staffing, automation and process. Specific changes are assigned to unique owners. This includes
reviewing the specific change/projects with key stakeholders. The objective of this process is to obtain approval to launch change projects.
Input
pE7.7: Proposed & Approved Changes
Output
pE7.8: Defined Change Projects
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pE7.8: Launch Change Program
Definition
The activities associated with coordinating, starting and monitoring the individual change projects. This includes support the
establishment of change projects, coordinate launch dates and communicate reporting requirements. Steps may include
archiving the product eco-system/configuration project documentation for future reference and dissolving the project team.
Dissolving the project team requires transfer of responsibilities to monitor progress to appropriate organizations.

Input
pE5.8: Completed Work Order
pE7.7: Defined Change Projects

Output
pE5.1: Approved Asset Changes
pE6.1: Approved Contract Changes
pE3.1: Approved Information Technology Changes
pE5.1: Approved Eco-System Configuration Changes
pE2.1: Reporting Requirements
pE4.1: Skills/Resource Changes
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pE8: Manage Regulatory Compliance
Definition
The process of identifying, collecting, assessing and integrating regulatory compliance requirements in standard product management
processes, policies and business rules.
Regulatory Compliance is the term generally used to describe the policies and processes which organizations have in place to ensure that
they comply with laws, rules and regulations put in place by external bodies (government) which control activity in a given jurisdiction. A key
component of Regulatory Compliance is establishing policies, business rules and processes to ensure legislative and regulatory compliance
requirements are met. This includes ensuring personnel are aware of and take steps to comply with relevant laws and regulations and data
or records retention used for compliance validation. Examples include: C-TPAT, Hazardous Materials, Import/Export, Labor, Licensing,
Taxes. Note: These are examples, SCOR does not (attempt to) provide a complete list..
Best Practices
Document Management System
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pE8 Hierarchy
pE8.1

Monitor Regulatory Entities

pE8.2

Assess Regulatory Publications

pE8.3

Identify Regulatory Deficiencies

pE8.4

Define Remediation

pE8.5

Verify/Obtain License

pE8.6

Publish Remediation
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pE8: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

Manage Import/Export Requirements Cycle Time

Agility

<None identified>

Process Cost

Planning GRC and Overhead Cost
Development GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost
Launch GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost
Ideate GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted
from Enable in SCOR
11

Copied & adjusted
from Enable in SCOR
11

pE8.1: Monitor Regulatory Entities
Definition
The activities associated with identification regulatory publications, subscribing to publications, receiving and registering publications of
relevant regulatory entities (e.g. government agencies).
Input
Other: Publication by Regulatory Entity
pP1.3: Product and Portfolio Management Capacity Requirement
Output
pE8.2: New Regulation, Regulatory Update
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pE8.2: Assess Regulatory Publications
Definition
The activities associated with reading, interpreting and researching policies, laws, rules and regulations. This includes determining if and
how these regulatory requirements apply to the product.
Input
pE8.1: New Regulation, Regulatory Update
Output
pE8.3: Applicable Regulatory Change
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pE8.3: Identify Regulatory Deficiencies
Definition
The activities associated with identification of past, current and future regulatory requirements that are not or can not be met using existing
processes, business rules and policies. This includes notification of deficiency status to impacted organizations.
Input
pE8.2: Applicable Regulatory Change
Other: Notice of Non-Compliance
Output
pE8.4: Prioritized Deficiency
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pE8.4: Define Remediation
Definition
The activities associated with identification remediation alternatives, selecting and documenting processes, policies and business rules and
setting documentation requirements to remediate a deficiency.
Input
pE8.3: Prioritized Deficiency
Output
pE1.1: Regulatory Directives
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pE8.5: Verify/Obtain License
Definition
The activities associated with verification of the remediation strategy with controlling entities and/or obtaining a license certifying
compliance by the controlling entity.
Input
Other: License, Permit or Exemption
Output
pE8.6: Approved Remediation
Other: Filing for License, Permit or Exemption, Remediation Filing
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pE8.6: Publish Remediation
Definition
The activities associated with approving and implementing changes to processes, policies and business rules. This may include distributing
certification documentation to relevant organizations in product and portfolio management.
Input
pE8.5: Approved Remediation
Output
pE1.6: Archive Business Rule Request
pE1.5: Publish Business Rule Request
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pE9: Manage Product and Portfolio
Risk
Definition
The process of identification and assessment of potential disruptions (risks) in product and portfolio management and developing a plan to
mitigate these threats to operating product and portfolio management.
Risk mitigation strategies include avoiding the risk, reducing the impact or probability of the risk, transferring the risk to another party and
accepting part of the risk.
pE9 Manage product and portfolio risk is closely aligned with section 5 of the ISO 31000 standard. ISO 31000 is a generic risk
management standard across the enterprise, pE9 - Manage product and portfolio risk is the adaptation for product and portfolio risk
management. Note: ISO 31000 section 5.6 Monitor and Review is represented in PLCOR as pE2 Manage product and portfolio
performance.
Best Practices

 Risk Management Strategies
 Bowtie Risk Management
 Product and Portfolio Risk Management Strategy Implementation and
Analysis
 Maintain Product and Portfolio Risk Register
 Product and Portfolio Risk Monitoring
 Product and Portfolio Risk Assessment
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pE9 Hierarchy
pE9.1

Establish Context

pE9.2

Identify Risk Events

pE9.3

Quantify Risks

pE9.4

Evaluate Risks

pE9.5

Mitigate Risk
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pE9: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

<None identified>

Agility

Overall Value at Risk (VAR)
Overall Value at Risk (PLAN)
Overall Value at Risk (IDEATE)
Overall Value at Risk (DEVELOP)
Overall Value at Risk (LAUNCH)
Overall Value at Risk (REVISE)

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Process Cost

Planning GRC and Overhead Cost
Development GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost
Launch GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost
Ideate GRC, Inventory and Overhead Cost

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

pE9.1: Establish Context
Definition
The process of defining and documenting the objectives and scope (internal and external) for managing risk. This includes
developing/maintaining understanding of the internal and external relationships, internal and external factors that influence the product's
ability to achieve it's objectives, and defining and maintaining a risk management organization -- stakeholders, governance structure,
procedures and schedule.
Input
pE2.2: Value-At-Risk Reports
Output
pE9.2: Scope Documentation
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pE9.1: KPIs
Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

<None identified>

Agility

Overall Value at Risk (PLAN)
Overall Value at Risk (IDEATE)
Overall Value at Risk (DEVELOP)
Overall Value at Risk (LAUNCH)
Overall Value at Risk (REVISE)

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE9.2: Identify Risk Events
Definition
The process of identifying, collecting and documenting all potential risk events that may impact the organization from meeting its goals.
This includes identification of sources of risks, identification and discovery of risk events.
This process generates a comprehensive list of all risks that may disrupt product and portfolio management, including information which
processes in product and portfolio management will be directly and indirectly impacted by the occurrence of the risk event.
Input
pE9.1: Scope Documentation
Output
pE9.3: Risk Events
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pE9.3: Quantify Risks
Definition
The process of collecting and documenting for each potential risk the causes, probability and consequences. The standard metric for
quantification of risk is Value at Risk (VaR):

VaR = Probability of Occurrence x Monetary Impact of Occurrence
This process generates a comprehensive list of the monetary impact for all risks that may disrupt product and portfolio management. For
certain types of risk events probability information may be available through government agencies, insurance companies or research firms.
The monetary impact is determined based on the projected monetary impact for each product for each risk event.
Different risk events may have different monetary impacts: reduction of revenue vs. increase of cost.
Input
pE9.2: Risk Events
Output
pE9.4: Value at Risk by Event
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pE9.3: KPIs

336

Performance
Attribute

Metric

Reliability

<None identified>

Responsiveness

<None identified>

Agility

Overall Value at Risk (PLAN)
Overall Value at Risk (IDEATE)
Overall Value at Risk (DEVELOP)
Overall Value at Risk (LAUNCH)
Overall Value at Risk (REVISE)

Process Cost

<None identified>

Assets

<None identified>
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Explanation

Copied & adjusted from
Enable in SCOR 11

pE9.4: Evaluate Risks
Definition
The process of prioritizing risk events by VaR and determining for each risk whether mitigation actions are required or the risk is acceptable
('risk of doing business').
Input
pE9.3: Value at Risk by Event
Output
pE9.5: Prioritized Risks to Mitigate
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pE9.5: Mitigate Risk
Definition
The process of determining the actions required to eliminate, reduce or accept and monitor the risks - creating, approving, communicating
and launching the 'Risk Mitigation Plan'.
Input
pE9.5: Prioritized Risks to Mitigate
Output
pE1.1: Business Rule Requirements, Risk Mitigation Plan
pE2.1: Risk Monitoring Requirements
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Product Discontinuation,
“End-of-Life”

Modeling Product Discontinuation
in PLCOR
The existing PLCOR processes can model product discontinuation
Most critical process for End-of-Life is PLAN

 Contains all communication
Execution processes (Ideate, Develop, Launch) mostly coordinate discontinuation processes from other reference models like SCOR, DCOR,
CCOR

 Should they sell a product or service related to the discontinued product,
this should be modeled as a separate innovation process for a new
product
– Example: New service contracts for the extended maintenance period
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Modeling Example for Product
Discontinuation
Step in Product Discontinuation

Matching PLCOR Process

EOL Intention:
Select products for EOL process based on:
•
Sales volume
•
Version replacement
•
Production capability
•
Quality
•
Business decision
•
Technical EOL

P1.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate
Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for future and existing
products and markets

EOL Decision
•
Consult Marketing
•
Consult customer/sales representatives for impact (single source, new
designs, requalification)
•
Consult SCM/Production for inventory impact and capacity impact
•
EOL Decision

P1.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate
Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for future and existing
products and markets
P1.4 Establish & Communicate Product
and Portfolio Management Plans

EOL Legal check
•
EOL product list checked by Legal department on impact and combined
into corporate EOL product list.
•
List to be checked on Legal consequences
•
Workforce regulations
•
customer protection laws
•
Liability

P1.1 Identify, prioritize, and aggregate
Product and Portfolio Management
requirements for future and existing
products and markets

End-of-Sale Notice Period

P1.4 Establish & Communicate Product
and Portfolio Management Plans
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